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Summary 
This study covered genetic and molecular analyses of stripe rust and leaf rust resistance 
in common wheat landraces and investigation of response of drought and short term leaf 
temperature changes among a set of 20 durum wheat genotypes.  
 
Three all stage resistance genes (YrAW5 in Aus27430 and YrAW6 and YrAW7 in 
Aus27492) were identified. YrAW5 and YrAW7 were located on chromosomes 6AS and 
5AL, respectively. The location of YrAW6 was inconclusive. While Aus27430 was 
concluded to carry Yr18, Aus27492 appears to carry an uncharacterized adult plant 
resistance gene.  
 
Four QTL for stripe rust resistance (QYr.sun-1BL, QYr.sun-2AL, QYr.sun-5AL and 
QYr.sun-3BS) were detected in Aus28166/AvS RIL population. QYr.sun-1BL and 
QYr.sun-5AL also conferred resistance to leaf rust in Aus28166. QYr.sun-1BL and 
QLr.sun-1BL corresponded to the pleiotropic locus Lr46/Yr29/Sr58/Pm39/Ltn.  The co-
located loci QYr.sun-5AL and QLr.sun-5AL appear to represent a new pleiotropic 
resistance locus.  
 
Durum wheat genotypes showed significant variation for mesophyll conductance in 
response to water stress and short-term variation of leaf temperature highlighting the 
potential for improving durum wheat for drought and heat stress.  
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Wheat is one of the three major cereal crops in the world in terms of cultivation area and 
amount of production.  The total global production of wheat increased by 30.7% in the 
2014 crop season compared to 2003 as a result of 23% increase in average grain yield 
per unit area along with a 6% increase in area of cultivation (FAOSTAT 2016). Wheat is 
a staple food for about 35% of the world’s population (Voss-Fels et al. 2015) and a 
source of more than 20% food calories (Singh et al. 2011b).  
 
Wheat consumption in the world is expected to increase by 60% by 2050 (Rosegrant and 
Cline 2003; Singh et al. 2011b), particularly in developing countries with the highest 
fertility rate; India, Nigeria, Pakistan, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, 
United Republic of Tanzania, Indonesia and Uganda (UNDESA 2015). In order to meet 
this global demand for food an increase in grain yield by 30% is essential (Edgerton 
2009; Ray et al. 2013).  Success of the green revolution in the 1960s using new high 
yielding semi-dwarf wheat varieties with a package of  chemical fertilizers, pesticides 
and irrigation (Reynolds and Borlaug 2006; Tilman et al. 2002) may not be applicable in 
the future where increased temperature would cause about 29% yield reduction specially 
in developing countries (Singh et al. 2011b). This situation is further aggravated by yield 
stagnation in the most productive agricultural areas (Ray et al. 2013), increasing 
irrigation and fertilizer costs (Tilman et al. 2002) and emergence of new virulent strains 
of diseases such as race Ug99 of the stem rust pathogen (Singh et al. 2011b).  
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Wheat productivity is affected by a number of biotic and abiotic stresses (Duveiller et al. 
2007). Of the biotic stresses, rust diseases are major threats to global wheat production  
(Reynolds and Borlaug 2006). Wheat is infected by three rust diseases; stem rust 
(Puccinia graminis. f. sp. tritici), stripe rust (P. striformis. f. sp. tritici) and leaf rust (P. 
triticina). Leaf rust occurs more often and wide spread than both stem rust and stripe 
rust (Bolton et al. 2008; Lan et al. 2015a; Li et al. 2014). Yield losses due to leaf rust 
could reach up to 50% or more if infection occurs early and susceptible cultivars are 
grown (Huerta-Espino et al. 2011; Li et al. 2014). Stripe rust has been historically one of 
the most damaging diseases of wheat particularly in regions of the world having cool 
and temperate climatic conditions (Chen 2005; Khan et al. 2013; Lan et al. 2015b); 
however, the development of new virulent races adapted to warmer wheat growing areas 
of the world such as Australia, parts of USA, northern and eastern Africa posed a severe 
threat to the global wheat production (Hovmøller et al. 2010; Walter et al. 2016). Stem 
rust of wheat has the unique ability to cause complete crop failures (Luig 1983; Park 
2007).  
 
Globally, stripe rust is causing annual yield losses of $979 million 
(https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/AF/Areas/Plant-Science/Plant-diseases/Cereal-
rusts), while stem rust has the potential to cause loss of $1.12 billion globally if 
susceptible wheat cultivars were grown (Pardey et al. 2013). Though various cultural 
and chemical control measures can be adopted to combat rust diseases, the release of 
resistant cultivars is the most economical and environmentally safe approach (Bariana et 
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al. 2007a; Knott 1989; Lu et al. 2009; Park 2008). The development of resistant cultivars 
requires continuous supply of genetically diverse sources of resistance (McIntosh and 
Brown 1997). The knowledge of existing genetic diversity for resistance in the host and 
the prevailing virulence spectrum among pathogen populations is of great importance for 
sustained delivery of rust resistant cultivars to growers (Bariana 2003; Sthapit et al. 
2014). Multi-pathotype tests on germplasm using an array of rust pathotypes have been 
used to assess genetic diversity for rust resistance in all stage resistance (ASR) genes 
(McIntosh et al. 1995; Roelfs et al. 1992; Singh et al. 2004). On the other hand genetic 
diversity assessments for adult plant resistance (APR) are based on phenotypic responses 
under field conditions (McIntosh et al. 1995; Singh et al. 2001). Genotypes that showed 
resistance to all available races of the target rust pathogen are considered for genetic 
analysis in order to reveal the number of genes, type (ASR or APR) and mode of 
inheritance (Kaur and Bariana 2010; Knott 2000; McCallum and Seto-Goh 2010; Singh 
et al. 2010a; Singh et al. 2009).  
 
Identification of the specific genomic locations of resistance genes facilitates 
development of molecular markers tagged to the genes that control a given trait 
(Michelmore et al. 1991), which can be used to facilitate deployment of combinations of 
resistance genes in high yielding commercial cultivars (Bariana et al. 2007a; Collard and 
Mackill 2008; Gupta et al. 2009). The discovery of molecular markers (Botstein et al. 
1980) enabled construction of linkage maps for identification of chromosomal regions 
associated with resistance (Mohan et al. 1997; Tanksley 1993). The recent microarray 
based assays (DArT, DArTseq, GBS, 9k SNP, 90K SNP platforms) provided ultra-high 
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throughput genotyping at a lower cost (Gupta et al. 2008; Lateef 2015). These advanced 
DNA technologies enabled development of DNA markers linked to resistance genes for 
efficient marker assisted selection at a relatively lower cost (Gupta et al. 2008; Jones et 
al. 2009; Lateef 2015). 
 
Apart from biotic stresses, wheat production has been significantly challenged by abiotic 
stresses more than ever due to  ongoing climate change that exposes plants to combined 
stresses such as drought and high temperature (Zhao and Running 2010). Wheat as a C3 
plant is highly susceptible to climate change where extreme high temperature days and 
erratic rainfall patterns are frequent and coincide at its most sensitive growth and 
developmental stages (Prasad et al. 2011). Higher temperatures ultimately reduce yields 
of crops while encouraging weed and pest proliferation. Changes in precipitation 
patterns increase the likelihood of short-term crop failures and long-term production 
declines (Nelson et al. 2009). Both drought and high temperature affect growth and 
development of wheat plants by influencing the uptake and fixation rate of CO2, reduced 
fertility, reduced root growth, increased pests and diseases damage (Garrett et al. 2006; 
Keleş and Öncel 2002; Prasad et al. 2011). Drought and heat stress occur simultaneously 
in the field particularly in cool season crops like wheat at its most sensitive growth stage 
(Jiang and Huang 2001). Research reports indicated that the combined effects of drought 
and heat stress had caused more damage on the growth and productivity of agricultural 
crops compared with each of the two stresses applied independently (Craufurd and 
Peacock 1993; Jiang and Huang 2001). The simultaneous occurrence of drought and 
heat in the USA from 1980 to 2012 was shown to cause fivefold more damage compared 
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to drought alone (Mahalingam 2015). These alarming environmental changes 
accompanied by a high rate of population growth emphasized the need for production of 
more food per unit area with efficient use of water. Hence, we need to develop climate 
change resilient cultivars that can produce more grain yield with limited moisture and 
tolerate the impact of heat as well. Drought and high temperature severely affect the 
diffusion conductance of CO2 from the atmosphere (Ca) through stomata to the 
intercellular air spaces (Ci) to the center of carboxylation in the chloroplasts (Cc) 
particularly when they occur simultaneously causing suppression of stomatal and 
mesophyll conductance that leads to reduced rate of assimilation (Rizhsky et al. 2002). 
Mesophyll conductance (gm) varies within and between species and also was shown to 
vary with changes in environmental conditions such as temperature and water deficit 
(Flexas et al. 2008). The gm also has been reported to significantly influence leaf 
intrinsic water use efficiency [WUEi or photosynthetic rate/stomatal conductance (A/gs)], 
therefore genotypes having higher gm and lower gs displayed higher WUEi as gm is 
positively related to A (Barbour et al. 2010; Flexas et al. 2013; Galmes et al. 2011; Jahan 
et al. 2014). 
 
This study was planned to identify and characterize sources of resistance to stripe rust 
and leaf rust in common wheat and to assess the variation among durum wheat 
genotypes for gm and its influence on WUE. The response of mesophyll conductance to 
changes in leaf temperature and water availability was also investigated.  
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The key objectives of this study are: 
 
1. To study the inheritance of stripe rust resistance in common wheat landraces 
Aus27430 and Aus27492 
2. To identify the genomic locations of resistance genes identified in Aus27430 and 
Aus27492 
3. To identify the genomic locations of the genes conferring resistance to stripe rust 
and leaf rust in common wheat landrace Aus28166 
4. To study the response of gm to variations in leaf temperature and water 
availability in selected durum wheat genotypes and to interpret the results of the 
measurements using the theoretical temperature – gm dependence models  
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Chapter 2 
Review of literature 
2.1 Status of wheat production in the world 
 
Wheat is one of the major cereal crops in the world in terms of area of cultivation  and 
quantity of grain produced (Klarquist et al. 2016). In 2014/15 cropping season, 729.1 
million metric tons of wheat was produced in the world and the major producing 
countries were China, India, USA, Russia, France, Canada, Germany, Pakistan and 
Australia in that order (FAOSTAT 2016). Due to the rising population of the world, 
global wheat production must increase by 2% annually until 2020 to offset the food 
shortage (Singh et al. 2007).  
 
The majority (over 90 %) of wheat production in the world comes from common (bread) 
wheat, which is used mainly as flour for making a large variety of leavened and flat 
breads and to deliver various baking products. The remaining (<10%) is mainly durum 
wheat, which is utilized to make pasta  (Pena 2002).  
 
2.2 Wheat rusts 
 
Wheat is prone to both biotic and abiotic stresses that cause significant yield losses. 
Among the biotic stresses, fungal diseases are the most important production constraints 
to wheat (Duveiller et al. 2012). Among the fungal diseases, rust diseases (leaf rust - 
caused by Puccinia triticina, stripe rust – caused by P. striiformis f. sp. tritici and stem 
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rust – caused by P. graminis f. sp. tritici) are economically the most important 
constraints to global wheat production (McIntosh et al. 1995). Rusts of wheat are the 
oldest plant pathogens as evidenced by the excavations of urediniospores of stem rust in 
Israel that dated back to 1300BC and were reported as serious diseases of cereals in Italy 
and Greece before 2000 years ago (Kislev 1982; McIntosh et al. 1995; Roelfs et al. 
1992). The occurrence of widespread epidemics of wheat rusts at the beginning of the 
20
th
 century stressed the need for in-depth studies in understanding life cycle of plant 
pathogens and genetics of host-pathogen interactions (Carver 2009; McIntosh et al. 
1995). Rust diseases are still among the major threats to global wheat production 
(Reynolds and Borlaug 2006; Singh et al. 2011b; Pardey et al. 2013; Chen 2013).  
 
2.3. Characterization of wheat germplasm for resistance to rust 
diseases 
2.3.1. Multi-pathotype and known gene marker tests 
 
Many countries around the world conduct annual pathogenicity surveys to understand 
pathotypic variation among commercially prevailing rust pathogen populations. The 
purified rust isolates serve as probes for understanding diversity of resistance among 
available wheat genotypes. Such a resource can be used in different sets of experimental 
models (McIntosh et al. 1995). Pathologists use known resistance gene stocks for 
understanding variation among pathogen isolates and geneticists use pathogens with a 
known virulence spectrum to identify genetically diverse sources of resistance. The 
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knowledge generated from such host-pathogen interaction studies is of direct relevance 
to wheat improvement programs. The whole system is based on Flor’s host-pathogen 
interaction model (Flor 1942), which states that for each resistance gene in host there is 
a corresponding avirulence gene in the pathogen. For example, Randhawa et al. (2016) 
postulated presence of stem rust resistance genes Sr7b, Sr8a, Sr12, Sr15, Sr17, Sr23, 
Sr30 and leaf rust resistance genes Lr1, Lr3a, Lr13, Lr14a, Lr16 and Lr20 either singly 
or in different combinations among 87 Nordic spring wheat genotypes using eight 
Australian P. graminis f. sp. tritici (Pgt) and seven P. triticina (Pt) pathotypes. Singh et 
al. (2014) reported the presence of Yr6, Yr7, Yr17 and Yr27 either singly or in different 
combinations among international nurseries distributed by CIMMYT. Many gene 
postulation studies are published worldwide based on multi-pathotype tests. On the other 
hand Park et al. (2002) identified a Pt pathotype carrying virulence for leaf rust 
resistance gene Lr24. Using a set of differential wheat genotypes carrying known stem 
rust resistance Pretorius et al. (2000) identified virulence for the widely deployed gene 
Sr31. Wellings et al. (2003) identified a new P. striiformis f. sp. tritici (Pst) introduction, 
134 E16A+, in Western Australia. Bariana et al. (2006) identified a new stripe rust 
resistance locus, Yr34, based on comparative results of pre-2002 and post-2002 
Australian Pst pathotypes. While well characterized isolates of pathogens enable 
identification of genetically diverse sources of rust resistance for detailed genetic 
analysis, such sources of resistance in-turn facilitate detection of new virulence 
phenotypes among diverse pathogen populations.  
 
In addition to bio-assays, germplasm of any crop species can be characterized for the 
presence of known genes using linked markers. Markers for several rust resistance genes 
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have been developed and information is available on the MASWHEAT website 
(maswheat.ucdavis.edu/protocols). Markers linked with rust resistance genes 
Lr34/Yr18/Sr57 and Sr2 are commonly used by wheat researchers to detect the presence 
of these adult plant resistance (APR) genes among diverse germplasm (Kolmer et al. 
2008; Mago et al. 2011). Similarly markers linked with all stage resistance (ASR) genes 
have also been used in the absence of appropriate pathogen isolates and/or to confirm 
the multi-pathotype based postulation of such genes (Randhawa et al. 2016).  
 
2.3.2 Genetic analysis 
2.3.2.1 Inheritance studies 
 
The putatively new sources of resistance to a given disease identified using multi-
pathotype tests, marker genotyping and through wide international testing are subjected 
to genetic analysis. Genetic analysis involves crossing the genotype carrying putatively 
new resistance gene(s) with a susceptible cultivar (Bariana 2003) and subsequent filial 
generations are developed. In the case of wheat the number of genes conditioning the 
trait can be determined using tests on F2 populations, F3 families, backcross/test cross 
(BC/TC) F1 and F2 families, doubled haploid (DH) or recombinant inbred line (RIL) 
populations (Bariana 2003; Roelfs et al. 1992). Chi-squared analyses are computed to 
estimate the number of genes segregating in a given population by testing the goodness 
of fit of observed segregation to the theoretically expected genetic ratios. If the 
resistance is controlled by more than one gene, development of single gene mapping 
populations is desirable for chromosomal location of genes involved. Results based on 
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inheritance studies only are difficult to publish and hence more recent literature falls 
under the molecular mapping category. 
 
2.3.2.2 Chromosomal location of new resistance loci 
Monosomic analysis 
Several wheat rust resistance loci have been successfully mapped using cytogenetic 
analysis, which involves the use of aneuploids (particularly monosomics). Professor E.R. 
Sears developed  complete set of 21 monosomic plants including the 41 possible 
telosomics (one chromosome arm missing) from wheat variety Chinese Spring (Knott 
1988). Examples of rust resistance genes mapped using cytogenetic analysis include Lr9 
(Sears 1956), Sr12 (McIntosh et al. 1980) and Yr17/Lr37/Sr38 on chromosome 2A 
(Bariana and McIntosh 1993). The use of cytogenetic analysis for chromosomal location 
and mapping of rust resistance genes is replaced by molecular mapping (Bariana et al. 
2013) due to the relatively tedious, laborious and time consuming nature of monosomic 
analysis.  
 
Molecular mapping                     
Genomic location of disease resistance loci using molecular technologies has become a 
practice for over a decade (Bariana et al. 2013) with the development of molecular 
marker platforms; DArT (Akbari et al. 2006), DArTseq (Kilian et al. 2012) and SNP (9K 
and 90K) arrays (Cavanagh et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2014). Prior to the development of 
these platforms simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers were used for identification of 
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chromosomal locations of resistance genes. Bansal et al. (2008) reported genomic 
locations of adult plant leaf rust resistance genes in chromosomes 2B (Lr48) and 4B 
(Lr49). Several other examples are available in literature. While SSR markers are still 
used to saturate the regions carrying genes of interest and to confirm map positions of 
unknown markers, high throughput genotyping platforms DArTseq and 90K SNP are 
routinely used for bulked segregant analysis (BSA) and selective genotyping (SG) in 
addition to the entire population analysis (Bariana et al. 2013). BSA and SG are more 
commonly used for the identification of genomic locations of major-effect genes 
controlling the trait under study, whereas whole population analysis is more relevant to 
detect QTL and/or to determine genomic locations of more than one gene in a single 
mapping population. For example, rust resistance genes Yr47 (Bansal et al. 2011), Sr49 
(Bansal et al. 2015), Yr51 (Randhawa et al. 2014) and Yr57 (Randhawa et al. 2015) have 
been successfully located using BSA and/or selective genotyping. Adult plant stripe rust 
resistance gene Yr71 originally detected in QTL analysis was later mapped in a single 
gene mapping population by Bariana et al. (2016). BSA and selective genotyping have 
been used for saturating genomic regions carrying gene(s) of interest to develop closely 
linked markers and for map-based cloning of resistance genes (Nsabiyera et al. 2016). 
 
Whole population genotyping using one or the other marker technologies has been used 
by many wheat rust researchers. Many stripe rust resistance QTL on chromosomes 1A, 
2B, 2D, 3B, 3D, 4B, 4D, 5A, 5B, 5D, 6B, 7B and 7D have been identified (Bariana et al. 
2001; Bariana et al. 2007b; Börner et al. 2000; Boukhatem et al. 2002; Mallard et al. 
2005; Muhammad et al. 2005; Navabi et al. 2005; Peng et al. 2000; Ramburan et al. 
2004; Singh et al. 2000). Detection of more than 140 stripe rust (Rosewarne et al. 2013), 
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141 stem rust (Yu et al. 2014) and 80 leaf rust (Li et al. 2014) QTL have been compiled 
from various studies. Some QTL appear to be detected in more than one study. 
             
2.4 Breeding for rust resistance 
 
Breeding for resistance to diseases involves the understanding of genetic systems of both 
the host and pathogen simultaneously (Acquaah 2007; Loegering and Ellingboe 1987). 
Knowledge of host-pathogen interaction is essential for breeding disease resistant crops, 
because both host and pathogen populations are genetically diverse (Bariana et al. 2013). 
In the case of wheat rusts where the pathogens evolve to produce pathotypes with 
acquired virulence for resistance genes, it is imperative to conduct pathogenicity surveys 
(Park et al. 2011; Park and William 2008). For an effective rust control program, 
anticipatory breeding should be in place to reduce the pathogen population and to be 
ahead of the pathogen through a continuous germplasm development process (McIntosh 
and Brown 1997). Although many terms have been used to characterize resistance to 
rust diseases, it can be simplified into two broad categories; simply inherited resistance 
and complex resistance (Bariana 2003).  
 
2.4.1 Simple resistance 
 
All stage resistance (ASR) genes confer resistance at all growth stages against avirulent 
pathogen isolates (Chen 2005; Herrera-Foessel et al. 2015). This type of resistance often 
follows Mendelian inheritance (Herrera-Foessel et al. 2015; Roelfs et al. 1992). ASR is 
relatively easy to select and transfer using the conventional breeding procedures 
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(CIMMYT 1988; Flor 1971; Klarquist et al. 2016); however, ASR genes often succumb 
to evolution in pathogen populations and turn into the boom and bust cycles (CIMMYT 
1988; Flor 1971). The boom and bust cycle operates when a cultivar carrying a single 
ASR gene becomes widely adopted (the boom phase) and consequently the pathogen 
undergoes selection pressure to acquire virulence for that gene and keeps on multiplying 
until it reaches an epidemic level (the ‘bust’ phase) (Acquaah 2007; Herrera-Foessel et 
al. 2015). All stage resistance genes Sr22, Sr24/Lr24, Sr26, Sr32, Sr39, Lr57/Yr40, 
Lr53/Yr35, Lr52/Yr47, Yr51, Yr57 and Yr63 are currently being used in the Australian 
Cereal Rust control program to produce triple rust resistant donor sources (H.S. Bariana 
personal communication). Markers for these genes are available for marker-assisted 
pyramiding. 
 
2.4.2. Complex resistance 
 
Resistance based on combinations of ASR and adult plant resistance (APR) genes follow 
complex inheritance (Bariana 2003). Unlike ASR genes, APR genes are expressed at 
later growth stages of the plant, usually show uniform response to all races of the 
pathogen and do not encourage pathotypic evolution and because of these reasons the 
nature of resistance they offer is usually durable (Chen 2013).  Exhaustively studied 
genes with pleiotropic effects that confer resistance to leaf rust, stripe rust, stem rust and 
powdery mildew diseases are Lr34/Yr18/Sr57/Pm38/Ltn1, Lr46/Yr29/Sr58/Pm39/Ltn2 
and Lr67/Yr46/Sr55/Pm46/Ltn3 (Ellis et al. 2014; Herrera-Foessel et al. 2011; Herrera-
Foessel et al. 2014; Lagudah 2011). Presence of a single or two APR genes in a cultivar 
may not provide sufficient resistance levels in high disease pressure areas, however, 
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cultivars with high levels of resistance were developed by pyramiding three to five APR 
genes  (Bansal et al. 2014b; Bariana et al. 2010; Bariana and McIntosh 1995; Lillemo et 
al. 2005; Singh et al. 2011b; Singh et al. 2010b). 
 
Markers linked with APR genes Lr67/Yr46/Sr55 (Forrest et al. 2014), Sr56 (Bansal et al. 
2014a), Lr34/Yr18/Sr57 (Lagudah et al. 2009; Lagudah et al. 2006) and Lr46/Yr29/Sr58 
(ES Lagudah unpublished) are available. Combination of ASR and APR genes can be 
selected through marker-assisted selection to ensure durability of resistance. 
 
2.5. Abiotic stresses in durum wheat 
2.5.1. Drought  
 
Climate change is expected to elevate temperature and alter patterns of precipitation that 
will lead to overall increase of the incidence and severity of drought in some regions 
(Budak et al. 2013).  The effect of water stress (drought) alone is significantly larger 
than the effects of all other factors (biotic and abiotic stresses) combined in causing 
reduced crop yields (Boyer 1996; Budak et al. 2013). Water stress is a limiting factor for 
a wide range of physiological processes in plants such as transpiration rate, stomatal 
conductance (gs) and mesophyll conductance to CO2 (gm), net photosynthetic rate (An), 
growth and translocation of assimilated carbon from source leaves to different organs, 
etc. that are manifestations of prolonged low leaf water potential (Cornic et al. 1989; 
Deng et al. 1990; Lawlor 2002; Oren et al. 1999; Quick et al. 1992; Rancourt et al. 2015). 
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The decrease in An under drought conditions is mainly (90%) due to diffusion 
limitations of CO2 to the sites of carboxylation, which is a direct effect of reduced gs (60% 
of total limitation of A) and gm (30%) whereas the remaining (10% limitation of A) can 
be attributed to biochemical limitations (Galmes et al. 2013). 
 
Agricultural drought is the outcome of a continuous shortfall in precipitation that in turn 
leads to reduced available soil moisture content together with increased 
evapotranspiration demand (Mishra and Cherkauer 2010). Drought causes desiccation 
that can possibly lead to gross disruption of metabolism and cell structure and eventually 
to the cessation of enzyme-catalyzing reactions followed by wilting and death of the 
plant (Zhang et al. 2006). However, there is huge genetic potential to improve crop 
performance under water deficit conditions (Blum 2005; Condon et al. 1990; Farquhar 
and Richards 1984; Richards et al. 2002).  The ability of plants to produce an acceptable 
yield under limited water supply is termed water use efficiency (WUE) (Bloch et al. 
2006; Turner 1979).  WUE is a complex trait generally expressed as the ratio of total dry 
matter production to evapotranspiration that involves physiological approaches to 
improve crops for drought tolerance (Richards et al. 2002). 
 
2.5.2. High temperature 
 
Increased temperature is the major component of climate change that would cause a 
negative effect on plant growth due to the damaging effect of high temperatures on plant 
development (Bita and Gerats 2013). Crop species differ in their response to temperature; 
each species has a defined range of maximum and minimum temperatures to complete 
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its life cycle (Hatfield and Prueger 2015). Exposure of plants to extreme high 
temperature during flowering and anthesis can result in significant loss of cereal grain 
yield (Rezaeia et al. 2015). The reproductive stage of plants (e.g. wheat) is more 
sensitive to high temperature; process of meiosis, growth of the ovaries and production 
of pollen and the process of anthesis are negatively affected leading to reduced grain 
yield (Rezaeia et al. 2015). High temperature also affects the activity of the major leaf 
protein - Rubisco, which is one of the important determinants of leaf CO2 exchange and 
a fundamental component of photosynthesis (Farquhar et al. 1980; von Caemmerer and 
Farquhar 1981). 
 
Leaf temperature is one of the important factors in regulating stomatal opening along 
with internal CO2 concentration (Ci), light, and hormones such as abscisic acid (ABA). 
Under prolonged high temperatures,  stomatal guard cells and the leaf epidermis may 
produce waxy deposits and irreversibly down-regulate both stomatal and non-stomatal 
transpiration resulting in reduction of An (Feller and Vaseva 2014). Increased leaf 
temperature also affects the biochemical process of An as a direct effect of  reduced light 
absorption in photosystem II (PSII) that results from cyclic electron flow, thylakoid 
membrane instability and limitations in ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate arboxylase/oxygenase 
(Rubisco) as Rubisco activase is highly sensitive to temperature (Feller and Vaseva 2014; 
Rezaeia et al. 2015).  
2.5.3. Intrinsic water use efficiency  
Due to both climate change and population growth there is a need to produce more food 
with less water by developing water use efficient (WUE) varieties. WUE can be 
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improved physiologically by modifying components of photosynthetic water use 
efficiency (Flexas et al. 2013). Leaf intrinsic water use efficiency (WUEi) is the ratio of 
photosynthetic rate to stomatal conductance to water vapour expressed as  ‘An/gs’, and 
contributes to crop WUE (Barbour et al. 2011; Condon et al. 2002; Flexas et al. 2013; 
Guo et al. 2006; Medrano et al. 2015). Variation in WUEi between genotypes of crop 
plants is more commonly a result of differences in gs rather than changes in An (Flexas et 
al. 2013; Guo et al. 2006). Evidence of significant intraspecific genetic variation has 
been reported in different crops; wheat (Chemayek 2016; Condon et al. 1990; Jahan et al. 
2014; Rebetzke et al. 2002), barley (Barbour et al. 2011; Barbour et al. 2010), tomato 
(Galmes et al. 2011), Castanea sativa (Lauteri et al. 1997) and Populus euramericana 
(Bonhomme et al. 2009). Significant positive correlation has been reported between 
WUEi and gm that indicated selection for higher gm under water deficit environments can 
improve WUE of a crop (Barbour et al. 2010; Flexas et al. 2008; Galmes et al. 2013; 
Jahan et al. 2014). On the other hand, Flexas et al. (2013) and Galmes et al. (2011) 
emphasized that physiological manipulation of WUE can be realized by selection for An 
without parallel change in gs, hence the trait of choice should be increases in gm/gs rather 
than gm alone.  
2.5.4. Stomatal conductance 
 
A stoma (plural stomata) is a tiny opening or pore mostly found on the surface of leaves 
and stems bounded by a pair of guard cells that control the exchange of gases (water 
vapour and CO2) between the interior of the leaf and the atmosphere (Hetherington and 
Woodward 2003). Stomatal conductance is a measure of the rate of diffusion of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) or water vapor through the stomata of a leaf, and depends on stomatal size, 
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density, and aperture (Martin et al. 1999). Stomata can be considered as valves that open 
and close as a result of the swelling and shrinking of the guard cells that border the pore 
(Roelfsema and Hedrich 2005). CO2 uptake by green plants happens at the expense of 
huge water loss (1M CO2: 1000 M H2O) through transpiration (Bramley et al. 2013; 
Ewers 2013). Stomata impose a significant limitation to An particularly under stress 
conditions (Farquhar and Sharkey 1982; Galmes et al. 2011). Drought and light elicit 
opposite responses in stomata; light  stimulates stomatal opening to enable uptake of 
CO2 while drought causes stomatal closure to limit water loss (Roelfsema and Hedrich 
2005). The response of stomata to temperature is less straightforward because 
temperature and leaf-to-air vapour pressure difference (VPD) usually co-vary, and 
stomata are highly responsive to VPD. Drought and high temperature are both associated 
with climate change and frequently occur simultaneously, which challenges the function 
of stomata (Duveiller et al. 2012). Stomata play a central role in efforts to improve 
photosynthesis and yield under limited water supply due to their dual role in regulating 
CO2 and water diffusion, so genetic modification of gs could ultimately improve WUE 
(Blum 2005; Bramley et al. 2013; Flexas et al. 2013). Significant genetic variation in gs 
exists in crop plants that makes possible to improve WUE of agricultural crops through 
changes in gs (Chemayek 2016; Jahan et al. 2014; Lu et al. 1998; Quarrie and Jones 1979; 
Shahinnia et al. 2016). 
 
2.5.5. Mesophyll conductance to CO2 (gm) 
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The diffusion of CO2 from sub-stomatal cavities (Ci) to the sites of carboxylation inside 
chloroplasts (Cc) is termed the internal conductance or mesophyll conductance to CO2 
(Cano et al. 2014; Flexas et al. 2012). During photosynthesis CO2 diffuses down the 
concentration gradient from ambient air (Ca) through the stomata to the intercellular 
spaces (Ci) where it dissolves in the cell wall water and diffuses across the cell wall, 
plasma membrane, cytosol, chloroplast envelope, and into the stroma to be fixed by 
Rubisco (Flexas et al. 2012; Terashima et al. 2011). According to Evans and von 
Caemmerer (2013) gm has two major phases i) the liquid phase (gliq) that encompasses 
cell wall, cytoplasm and chloroplast stroma and ii) lipid phase (gmem) that includes 
plasma membrane and chloroplast envelopes. The diffusion of CO2 within the 
intercellular air spaces (gias) encounters resistance and varies between leaves.  However, 
gias is negligible compared to the cell wall which imposes over 50% of resistance to the 
diffusion of CO2 to the chloroplast. Significant resistances are also present during 
diffusion through membranes, although membrane permeability can be increased by 
aquaporins (Evans et al. 2009). Furthermore, leaf anatomical structures such as surface 
area of chloroplasts exposed to intercellular airspace (Sc), effective path length (l) of 
CO2 diffusion from intercellular air spaces to chloroplasts and cell wall thickness 
influence gm (Evans et al. 2009; Flexas et al. 2012; Jahan 2016; Tomas et al. 2013; 
Tosens et al. 2012).  There has also been a suggestion that the activity of carbonic 
anhydrase, the enzyme that catalyses the interconversion of CO2 to HCO3
-
, may 
influence gm (Evans et al. 2009). 
 
Mesophyll conductance varies between and within species, as reviewed by Flexas et al. 
(2008). Under non-limiting environmental conditions herbaceous annual and biannual 
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plant species record the highest average gm values (0.4 mol CO2 m
-2
 s
-1
 bar
-1
) followed 
by perennial herbs and woody deciduous angiosperms (0.2 mol CO2 m
-2
 s
-1
 bar
-1
) while 
woody evergreen plants have the lowest gm values (0.1 mol CO2 m
-2
 s
-1
 bar
-1
) (Flexas et 
al. 2008). Significant variation in gm has been reported between genotypes of various 
agricultural crops; 0.05 to 0.5 mol CO2 m
-2
 s
-1
 bar
-1
 in barley (Barbour et al. 2010), 0.04 
to 0.1 mol CO2 m
-2
 s
-1
 bar
-1
 in 13 rice genotypes (Gu et al. 2012), 0.5 to 1.05 mol CO2 m
-
2
 s
-1
bar
-1
 in six Australian common wheat varieties (Jahan 2016), 0.5 to 1.4 mol CO2 m
-2
 
s
-1
 bar
-1
 between 52 common wheat genotypes (Chemayek 2016), 0.16 to 0.39 mol CO2 
m
-2
 s
-1
 bar
-1
 in beans, 0.3 to 1.8 mol CO2 m
-2
 s
-1
 bar
-1 
in cotton, 0.07 to 0.30 mol CO2 m
-2
 
s
-1
 bar
-1 
in grapevines, 0.08 to 0.35 mol CO2 m
-2
 s
-1
 bar
-1
 in olives, and 0.09 to 0.5 mol 
CO2 m
-2
 s
-1
 bar
-1
 in tobacco (Flexas et al. 2008). The significant positive correlations of 
gm with both An and gs and its interspecific and intraspecific variability make gm an 
important physiological trait for improving WUE of cultivated crops (Barbour et al. 
2011; Barbour et al. 2010; Chemayek 2016; Flexas et al. 2013; Galmes et al. 2011; Gu et 
al. 2012; Jahan et al. 2014). 
 
Significant positive associations of gm with short-term leaf temperature changes have 
been reported in different plant species (Flexas et al. 2008). gm has been shown to 
increase up to a maximum value at leaf temperature of 35-37.5 ºC in tobacco when 
measurements were conducted between 10 to 40 ºC (Bernacchi et al. 2002). Evans and 
von Caemmerer (2013) evaluated the effect of short-term leaf temperature changes (15 
to 40 ºC) on gm in tobacco measured at 2% O2 and 21% O2 concentrations and found a 
linear increase in gm with temperature at both O2 concentrations. A recent study 
conducted by von Caemmerer and Evans (2015) involving nine different plant species 
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(the evergreen trees Eucalyptus pauciflora and Quercus engelmannii; the tropical 
evergreen tree Lophostemon confertus; as well as the herbaceous species Nicotiana 
tabacum, Oryza sativa, Triticum aestivum, Gossypium hirsutum, Glycine max and 
Arabidopsis thaliana) evaluated the effect of short-term changes in leaf temperature 
measurements ranging from 15 to 40 ºC and showed variable responses of gm among 
species. They found a two to three fold increase in gm across the temperature ranges for 
N. tabacum, G. hirsutum, G. max and E. pauciflora to almost no change in L. confertus 
and T. aestivum. Further, the positive relationship of gm with measurement temperature 
of the leaf was confirmed by Warren (2008a) who acclimatized six months old seedlings 
of Eucalyptus regnans F. Muell for six weeks at two different growth room temperatures 
15 ºC (low) and 30 ºC (high) where gm peaked at either 30 or 35 ºC indicating growth 
temperature had no significant effect on gm.  
 
Unlike temperature and light intensity which are both positively related to gm, water 
deficit (drought) generally decreases gm (Flexas et al. 2008; Galmes et al. 2011; Galmes 
et al. 2013; Jahan 2016; Siddique et al. 1999) though there is some evidence of variation 
between genotypes of species in response to prolonged drought conditions (Barbour et al. 
2010; Chemayek 2016; Galmes et al. 2011; Jahan 2016). The degree of reduction in gm 
due to water stress is minimal compared to the decrease in gs (Galmes et al. 2011; Jahan 
2016; Siddique et al. 1999). Changes in mesophyll cell anatomical structures such as 
increased cell wall thickness and reduced surface area of chloroplasts exposed to 
intercellular air spaces (Sc) could account for the decrease in gm under drought condition 
(Galmes et al. 2013). Mesophyll conductance has been reported to be influenced by 
other environmental changes such as CO2 concentration, soil nutrient availability, soil 
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pH (acidity, salinity and alkalinity), altitude, vapour pressure density (VPD), plant 
hormone (ABA) and leaf aging (Flexas et al. 2008; Jahan 2016). 
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Chapter 3 
Inheritance of stripe rust resistance in two common wheat landraces 
3.1. Introduction 
Stripe rust or yellow rust of wheat is one of the most damaging diseases of wheat across 
all wheat growing areas of the world (Chen 2013; Chen and Line 1992; Wellings 2011). 
Epidemics of stripe rust occur more frequently, especially in geographic locations with 
cooler climatic conditions during the wheat growing season (Bux et al. 2012b; Chen 
2013; Rosewarne et al. 2012). Stripe rust can be effectively controlled through chemical 
means, but it is expensive and environmentally hazardous. Deployment of combinations 
of resistance genes is accepted as the best approach to control stripe rust (Bariana et al. 
2007a; Chhuneja et al. 2008; Ellis et al. 2014). 
 
Resistance to rust diseases is classified into two main groups; all stage resistance (ASR) 
and adult plant resistance genes (APR). Resistance genes that condition ASR, are 
effective throughout all growth stages of plant against avirulent pathotypes, whereas 
APR genes express resistance only at the post-seedling stages (Bariana 2003) and are 
often considered as race non-specific. A single effective ASR gene can protect a wheat 
variety from stripe rust; however, it triggers the evolution in the pathogen to acquire 
virulence for the singly deployed gene (Bariana 2003). Hence, deployment of two or 
more resistance genes in a single variety is essential to achieve durable resistance 
(Bariana 2003; Bariana et al. 2007a). APR genes often do not provide sufficient 
protection when deployed singly. Therefore the deployment of APR genes in 
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combination with either ASR genes or other APR genes is needed to condition 
commercially acceptable level of resistance (Bariana et al. 2007a; Roelfs et al. 1992; 
Singh et al. 2010b). 
 
Genetic control of stripe rust in wheat thrives on diversification of resistance base of the 
host by continuous discovery and deployment of the resistance genes in commercial 
varieties (Bariana 2003; Ellis et al. 2014; McIntosh and Brown 1997; Singh et al. 2013; 
Singh et al. 2001). Out of the 77 stripe rust resistance genes formally named to-date, 21 
are APR genes (Yr11, Yr12, Yr13, Yr14, Yr16, Yr18, Yr29, Yr30, Yr36, Yr39, Yr46, Yr49, 
Yr52, Yr54, Yr56, Yr59, Yr62, Yr71, Yr75, Yr76 and Yr77), whereas the remaining 
belong to the ASR category. Identification and characterization of resistance genes from 
landraces and cultivated varieties of wheat is preferred over those from wild relative 
species of wheat as the latter are often associated with undesirable agronomic traits due 
to the chromosomal linkage drags (Burt et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2016).  
 
Stripe rust appeared in eastern Australia for the first time in 1979 and the pathotype was 
named 104 E137A- (O’Brien et al. 1980). This pathotype evolved to produce 20 closely 
related Pst pathotypes (Wellings 2007). Another introduction of a new pathotype, 
designated as 134 E16A+, in Western Australia occurred in 2003. This pathotype 
acquired virulence for stripe rust resistance genes Yr10, Yr17, Yr24, Yr27, YrJ and YrT 
individually and for some dual combinations. A derivative of 134 E16A+ is currently the 
most prevalent Pst pathotype in eastern Australia, while the original introduction 
remains the only pathotype in Western Australia. Considering the demise of a majority 
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of the major genes present in current Australian cultivars, identification and 
characterization of widely effective sources of stripe rust resistance is essential. 
The Australian Grains Gene bank currently holds 838 hexaploid wheat landraces from 
the Watkins collection and these accessions represent global diversity at the time of its 
collection in the 1920s to 1930s (Burt et al. 2014). These landraces have been 
demonstrated to be untapped reservoir of valuable genetic variation for resistance to 
biotic and abiotic stresses (Bansal et al. 2015; Burt et al. 2014; Randhawa et al. 2014). 
Two common wheat landraces from the Watkins collection, Aus27492 and Aus27430, 
showed stripe rust resistance against the predominant Australian Pst pathotypes. This 
chapter describes inheritance of stripe rust resistance in Aus27430 and Aus27492.  
 
3.2. Materials and Methods 
3.2.1. Plant materials 
Common wheat landraces Aus27430 and Aus27492 kindly provided by the Australian 
Winter Cereal Collections (AWCC), Tamworth (now Australian Grains Genebank, 
Horsham) were crossed with a stripe rust susceptible genotype Avocet S (AvS) and F2, 
F3, F4, F5 and F6 populations from these crosses were developed.  
Two single gene segregating populations (SGSP) from the singly heterozygous 
Aus27492/AvS F3 families #69 and #71, SGSP#69 and SGSP#71, were developed (Fig. 
3.1).  
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            Aus27492 x Avocet S 
 
                                                                       F1 
 
              F2 
 
                                                          F3 families (7:8:1) 
 
      HR      SEG (3:1 and 15:1)    HS 
 
 
 SGSF#69 (3:1)                            SGSF#71 (3:1) 
 
 
                      1, 2, 3, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 120     1, 2, 3, - - - - - - - - - - - -- 120 
 
 
 
  SGSP#69 F6 RIL population                      SGSP#71 F6 RIL population 
 
Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of isolation and generation of single gene 
segregating populations. HR, SEG and HS are abbreviations for homozygous resistant, 
segregating and homozygous susceptible, respectively, RIL for recombinant inbred line 
and SGSF for single gene segregation family 
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3.2.2. Greenhouse screening 
F3 families from Aus27430/AvS  (123) and Aus27492/AvS (120) were tested under 
greenhouse conditions following the procedure outlined in McIntosh et al. (1995). 
Twenty to 25 seeds of each F3 family were sown in nine cm diameter plastic pots filled 
with a potting mix (comprised of 80% composted pine bark and 20% coarse sand) 
supplemented with balanced fertilizer Aquasol @ 20g/10L of water for 200 pots. Parents 
and the susceptible control Morocco were sown as 10-seed hillpots in one pot. Seedlings 
were grown in micro-climate rooms maintained at 20ºC until inoculation and fertilized 
with urea one week after sowing at the same rate as Aquasol. Two to three leaf stage 
seedlings (depending on the experiment) were inoculated using the Pst pathotype 134 
E16A+Yr17+Yr27. Recombinant inbred lines (F5 and F6 generations) from both 
populations and SGSPs were grown as eight-seed hillpots and four RILs per pot in nine 
cm diameter plastic pots and rust tested according to McIntosh et al. (1995).   
 
Multi-pathotype tests were conducted on parents and selected HR and HS lines of F6 
populations of Aus27492/AvS-derived SGSP#69 and SGSP#71 using two post-2002 Pst 
pathotypes; 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ and 134 E16A+Yr17; three pre-2002 Pst 
pathotypes; 104 E137A-Yr17+, 110 E143A+ and 108 E141A+ at the two-leaf stage. In 
order to avoid contamination between the different Pst pathotypes during the inoculation 
process the spray equipment was washed in alcohol and rinsed in running tap water 
between successive inoculations. In addition, the inoculation room was also washed 
(using water sprinkler that sprays water uniformly inside the room) after each set of 
inoculation to wash away the spores spread in the air inside the room. 
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Rust response variation was scored using the 0 to 4 scale outlined in McIntosh et al. 
(1995). F3 families and F6 RIL populations were classified as homozygous resistant (HR), 
segregating (SEG) and homozygous susceptible (HS). 
 
3.2.3. Field evaluation  
Adult plant stripe rust response assessments were conducted in the field at the University 
of Sydney Plant Breeding Institute, Cobbitty, Australia experimental sites. Each RIL 
was sown as eight-seed hillplot. To facilitate rust infection in the field, a row of 
susceptible spreader was sown after every five-hillplots horizontally and after every four 
rows vertically. Spreader rows were artificially inoculated with Pst pathotype 134 
E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ in the field.  
 
Field assessments of adult plant stripe rust response variation were recorded using the 1 
- 9 scale described in Bariana et al. (2007b), where 1 = very resistant, 2 = resistant, 3 = 
resistant to moderately resistant, 4 = moderately resistant, 5 = moderately resistant to 
moderately susceptible, 6 = moderately susceptible, 7 = moderately susceptible to 
susceptible and 8 = susceptible and 9 = very susceptible. Adult plant stripe rust response 
variation was recorded when the susceptible parent Avocet S showed a score of 9. 
Although the whole experiment was scored at weekly interval, only the final scores were 
used for analyses.  
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3.2.4. Statistical analyses 
Chi-squared analyses were conducted to test the goodness of fit of the observed 
segregation to the theoretically expected ratios for a given genetic model.  
 
3.3. Results 
3.3.1. Inheritance of stripe rust resistance 
 3.3.1.1. Aus27430/Avs  
 
Seedling tests 
Aus27430 expressed infection types (IT) 1
-
C to 23C, whereas the susceptible parent 
Avocet S showed IT 3+ (Fig. 3.2) against Pst pathotype 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+. The 
Aus27430/AvS F3 population showed monogenic segregation for stripe rust resistance 
(Table 3.1). Seedling tests on the Aus27430/AvS F6 population using the same pathotype 
confirmed monogenic inheritance of stripe rust resistance (Table 3.1).  The underlying 
resistance locus was temporarily named YrAW5. 
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Field tests 
 
Under field conditions Aus27430 showed a moderately resistant to moderately 
susceptible (MRMS) reaction with a score of 5. The susceptible parent Avocet S was 
scored 9. The adult plant stripe rust response variation among Aus27430/AvS RILs is 
depicted in Figure 3.3. The RILs showing rust responses ranging from 4 to 7 were 
considered resistant and those with score of 8 to 9 were considered susceptible. Digenic 
inheritance of stripe rust was noted under field conditions (Table 3.2) indicating the 
presence of an additional APR gene in Aus27430. 
 
 
     
 
Figure 3.2 Infection types produced by Aus27430 and Avocet S, when infected with Pst 
pathotype 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ at the seedling stage 
Aus27430     Avocet  S 
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Table 3.1 Distribution of Aus27430/AvS-derived populations, when tested against Pst 
pathotype 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ at the seedling stage 
 
 
Response class 
 
Infection type 
Number of lines χ21:2:1 
Observed  Expected   
F3 population     
Homozygous resistant  1c 22 30.75 2.49 
Segregating  2c to 3c, 3+ 68 61.5 0.69 
Homozygous susceptible  3+ 33 30.75 0.16 
Total    123 123 3.34 
RIL population    χ
2
1:1 
Homozygous resistant 1c to 3c 73 67 0.54 
Homozygous 
susceptible  33+ to 3+ 61 67 0.54 
Total    134 134 1.08 
Table value of χ2  at P = 0.05 and 1 d.f. is 3.841 and χ
2
  at P = 0.05 and 2 d.f. is 5.99 
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Figure 3.3 Distribution of Aus27430/AvS  F6 RIL population with respect to stripe rust 
response variation under field conditions 
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Table 3.2 Distribution of Aus27430/AvS F6 RIL population when evaluated for adult 
plant resistance to stripe rust in the field in 2015 cropping season 
 
 
Response class 
Number of lines χ23:1 
Observed  Expected   
Resistant   101 93.75 0.56 
Susceptible  24 31.25 1.68 
Total   125 125 2.24 
Table value of χ2  at P = 0.05 and 1 d.f. is 3.841  
 
3.3.1.2. Aus27492/AvS 
 
Seedling tests 
Aus27492 produced IT 1
+
CN, when tested against the Pst pathotype 134 
E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ and the susceptible genotype Avocet S showed IT 3+ (Fig. 3.4). 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Infection types produced by Avocet S and Aus27492 when tested at the 
seedling stage against Pst pathotype 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ 
 Avocet S        Aus27492     
S 
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Digenic inheritance of stripe rust resistance was observed when Aus27492/AvS F3 
families were tested against Pst pathotype 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ at the seedling stage 
(Table 3.3). Infection types ranging from ;1CN to 3C were observed among the resistant 
plants (Table 3.3). The Aus27492/AvS RIL population was tested against the Pst 
pathotype 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ and the digenic inheritance of stripe rust resistance 
observed among the F3 population was confirmed (Table 3.4). The HR lines were 
grouped in to three different low IT categories; parental types (1C to 11+C), gene A (2
-
C 
to 2C) and gene B (23C to 3C). 
 
3.3.1.3. Isolation of single genes 
Four families that showed monogenic segregation for stripe rust resistance were selected 
based on thorough examination of uniqueness of infection types produced and 
segregation ratios. Different ITs were expressed by resistant seedlings among putatively 
singly heterozygous F3 families #69 (IT 23C), #71 (IT ;1+C), #75 (IT 2C) and family 
#90 (IT 2-C). These four families were further retested for reproducibility of results and 
families #69 and #71 were chosen for enhancement. One hundred and fifty seeds from 
F3 families #69 and #71 were space planted and harvested as individual plants and the 
resultant populations were named single gene segregating population (SGSP) #69 and 
SGSP#71, respectively, and were enhanced to F6 stage. One hundred and fifty seeds 
from each F3 families #69 and #71 were space planted and harvested as individual plants 
and these were named as SGSP#69 and SGSP#71. These SGSP#69 and SGSP#71 (F3 
equivalent) families were phenotyped using Pst pathotype 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ at 
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the two-leaf stage in the greenhouse. Both populations SGSP#69 and SGSP#71 
exhibited monogenic segregation (1:2:1) for stripe rust response (Table 3.3).  
 
Table 3.3 Distribution of Aus27492/AvS F3 families and the single gene segregating 
populations when tested against Pst pathotype 134 E16A+17+27+ at the seedling stage 
 
Aus27492/AvS F3 families 
Response class Infection types Number of lines χ27:8:1 
Observed Expected  
Homozygous resistant ;1CN to 3C 48 50.31 0.11 
Segregating ;1CN, 3+ or  
1C to 1+C, 3+ or 
2C to 3C, 3+ 
62 57.50 0.35 
Homozygous susceptible 3+ 5 7.19 0.67 
Total  115 115 1.13
ns
 
Single gene segregating population SGSP#69                                                            χ21:2:1                
Homozygous resistant  23C 12 13.5 0.17 
Segregating  23C to 3C, 3+ 26 27.0 0.04 
Homozygous susceptible  33+ to 3+ 16 13.5 0.46 
Total    54 54 0.67
ns
 
Single gene segregating population SGSP#71                                                            χ21:2:1                   
Homozygous resistant  2C 24 17.25 2.64 
Segregating  2C to 3C, 3+ 31 34.50 0.35 
Homozygous susceptible  33+ to 3+ 14 17.25 0.61 
Total    69 69 3.60
ns
 
Table value of χ2  at P = 0.05 and 2 d.f. is 5.99  
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Seedling tests on SGSP#69 and SGSP#71 F6 RIL populations indicated monogenic 
segregation for stripe rust resistance among each population (Table 3.4). Based on the 
two different infection types; IT23C and IT2C produced by resistant families among 
SGSP#69 and SGSP#71 families, respectively (Fig. 3.5), the underlying loci were 
temporarily named YrAW6 and YrAW7.  
 
Table 3.4 Distribution of Aus27492/AvS F6 RIL population and SGSPs, when tested 
against Pst pathotype 134E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ at the seedling stage 
 
Aus27492/AvS RIL population 
Response class Infection types Number of lines χ23:1 
   Observed Expected  
Homozygous resistant 1
-
C to 3C 72 75 0.12 
Homozygous susceptible 33+
 
to 3+ 28 25 0.36 
Total   100 100 0.48
ns
 
SGSP#69 F6 RIL                                                    χ
2
1:1 
Homozygous Resistant  23C 53 59 0.61 
Homozygous susceptible  33+ to 3+ 65 59 0.61 
Total    118 118 1.22
ns
 
SGSP#71 F6 RIL                                                                                                            χ
2
1:1 
Homozygous Resistant  2C 61 58 0.155 
Homozygous susceptible  33+ to 3+ 55 58 0.155 
Total    116 116 0.31
ns
 
Non-significant (P=0.05) at one degree of freedom. χ20.05 at 1 d.f. = 3.841 
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Effectiveness of YrAW6 and YrAW7 
Multi-pathotype tests were conducted in the greenhouse using five Pst pathotypes to 
determine the effectiveness of YrAW6 and YrAW7 against pre- and post-2002 pathotypes. 
One HR RIL each carrying YrAW6 and YrAW7 singly were tested along with parental 
genotypes. RILs carrying YrAW6 were resistant to all pathotypes, whereas those with 
YrAW7 were susceptible to the three pre-2002 Pst pathotypes (Table 3.5).  
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Infection types of homozygous resistant lines of SGSP#69 and SGSP#71, 
when phenotyped against Pst pathotype 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ at the seedling stage 
 
 
 
 
SGSP#71(YrAW7) SGSP#69 (YrAW6) 
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Table 3.5 Seedling stripe rust responses of genotypes carrying YrAW6 and YrAW7 
against five Pst pathotypes under greenhouse conditions 
 
 Candidate gene                             Pt. 1
a
 Pt. 2
b
 Pt. 3
c
 Pt. 4
d
 Pt. 5
e
 
 YrAW6 23-C 23C 2C 2C 12C 
 YrAW7 3+ 3++ 3+ 12C 12c 
Parents        
 Aus27492 23c 23c 3c 2c ;12c 
 Avocet S 3+ 3+ 3+ 3+ 3+ 
Pt. = pathotype, a=108 E141A+ (pre-2002), b=110 E143A+ (pre-2002), c=104 E137A-Yr17+ (pre-2002), d=134 
E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ (post-2002), and e=134 E137A+Yr17+  (post-2002) 
 
 
Adult plant tests  
 
Aus27492 exhibited stripe rust response scores ranging from 2 to 3 and response scores 
of the susceptible parent Avocet S varied from 8 to 9. Aus27492/AvS F6 RIL population 
was tested under field conditions in the 2015 crop season. Of 116 RILs, 9 were scored 
resistant (2), 15 resistant to moderately resistant (3), 28 moderately resistant (4), 33 
moderately resistant to moderately susceptible (5), 14 moderately susceptible (6), and 17 
susceptible (8 and 9) (Fig. 3.6). Chi-squared test suggested the presence of three 
independent stripe rust resistance genes in Aus27492 (Table 3.6) under field conditions. 
These results indicated the presence of an additional APR gene in Aus27492. 
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Figure 3.6 Frequency distribution of Aus27492/Avocet S RIL population for stripe rust 
response variation under field conditions 
 
Table 3.6 Distribution of the Aus27492/AvS RIL population when evaluated for adult 
plant resistance to stripe rust in the field in 2015 cropping season  
Response class  
Number of lines 
  
χ23:1
a
 
  
  
χ27:1
b
 
  
Observed  
Expected Expected 
(two genes) (three genes) 
Resistant  99 87 101.5 1.66 0.06 
Susceptible  17  29 14.5 4.97 0.43 
Total  116 116 116 6.62* 0.49
ns
 
 
*Significant at P=0.05 and 1df.  Table value of χ2  at P=0.05 and 1 df. = 3.841; ‘a’ and ‘b’ are two and three gene models, 
respectively 
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3.4. Discussion  
 
Breeding for resistance to rusts of wheat is a continuous process as pathogens causing 
these diseases evolve to acquire virulence for resistance genes present in commercial 
cultivars (Bariana 2003; Bariana et al. 2007a; McIntosh and Brown 1997). The release 
of rust resistant wheat cultivars is essential to avoid the environment impacts of 
chemical control. It is however underpinned by continuous discovery and 
characterization of diverse sources of resistance. This investigation covered 
identification of at least two putatively new sources of resistance based on multi-
pathotype tests and genetic analysis of underlying resistance. Aus27430 was 
demonstrated to carry a putatively new stripe rust resistance gene and it was temporarily 
named YrAW5. Aus27492 carries two stripe rust resistance genes, YrAW6 and YrAW7. 
YrAW6 appears to be a new gene, whereas YrAW7 may be be Yr34  based on its in-
effectiveness against pre-2002 pathotypes and expression of infection type similar to this 
gene when tested with post-2002 pathotypes (Bariana et al. 2006) or an uncharacterized 
locus. New rust resistance genes have been identified from pre-Green Revolution tall 
wheat genotypes by various scientists. Bansal et al. (2011) identified Yr47 in two 
landraces Aus28183 and Aus28187 using a similar procedure followed in this study. 
Another study led to formal designation of Yr51 (Randhawa et al. 2014) and Yr57 
(Randhawa et al. 2015) from a landrace Aus27858. Chhetri (2015) also identified a new 
stripe rust resistance locus in landraces (Aus27507 and Aus27894) from the Watkins 
collection and named it Yr72. Bansal et al. (2015) reported a new stem rust resistance 
locus Sr49.   
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Although this investigation was focused on characterization of ASR genes in Aus27430 
and Aus27492, an attempt was made to uncover additional adult plant resistance in these 
genotypes. The presence of one APR gene each in Aus27430 and Aus27492 was 
observed. Similarly, Chhetri et al. (2016a) showed the presence of Yr46/Lr67/Sr55 in 
W195 in addition to Yr58.  
 
Aus27430 was crossed with Australian wheat cultivars Janz and Magenta and single 
backcross F1 progenies have been harvested in December 2016 for selection of YrAW5 
in adapted backgrounds. Similarly Aus27492 was crossed with Australian cultivars 
EmuRock, EGA-Greogory, Mace and Suntop to transfer YrAW6 and YrAW7 and single 
backcross F2 generation were evaluated under field conditions during the 2016 field 
season. Stripe rust resistant selections will be distributed to Australian breeding 
companies following seedling rust tests. The recurrent parents EmuRock (Sr2), EGA-
Greogory (Yr18/Lr34/Sr57 and Yr29/Lr46/Sr58), Mace (Sr2) and Suntop (Sr2) carry 
adult plant resistance genes (mentioned in parentheses). Backcross-derivatives carrying 
Aus27492-derived stripe rust resistance genes in combination with APR genes from 
recurrent parents will be selected. Such derivatives will serve as triple rust resistant 
donors for wheat breeding programs.  
 
The stripe rust resistsance gene YrAW5 segregated singly in Aus27430/AvS F6 RIL 
population and isolation and development of F6 SGSPs for YrAW6 and YrAW7 will be 
used to identify the genomic locations of these genes. These populations will also serve 
as valuable resource for identification of markers linked closely with these loci to enable 
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their pyramiding with other widely effective ASR and/or APR loci.  Overall, this study 
identified three putatively uncharacterized stripe rust resistance loci. The transfer of 
these loci to modern cultivars is a practical outcome of this investigation and it will 
ensure release of stripe rust resistant cultivars. 
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Chapter IV 
 
Molecular mapping of stripe rust resistance genes in two common 
wheat landraces 
4.1. Introduction 
The concept of genome mapping was revealed in the classical genetic linkage analysis 
with the landmark publication of the first genetic map of six sex-linked genes on a fruit 
fly chromosome by T. H. Morgan and his student in 1911 (Paterson and Wing 1993). 
The principles of genetic mapping and linkage analyses are still the same as in the 
classical genetics that made use of macro-mutations (alleles with major phenotypic 
effects) at a single locus. The recent technological advances facilitated the mapping of 
genes responsible for both simple and complex phenotypes in a faster and precise 
manner using DNA markers (Paterson and Wing 1993; Semagn et al. 2006; Tanksley 
1993). Identification of specific location of a gene responsible for a specific trait in the 
plant genome involves the whole genome scanning of the organism. Genetic mapping 
follows the Mendel’s principle of segregation which states that genes segregate through 
chromosome recombination during meiosis (Mohan et al. 1997). When two genes are 
located close to each other on the same chromosome, they do not assort independently 
and are referred to as linked. Linkage analysis defines the genetic distances between 
polymorphic traits which are estimated from the percentage of recombinant genotypes 
present in the population  (Collard et al. 2005).  
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Genetic analysis of rust resistance genes in the wheat genome requires development of 
appropriate mapping populations and it involves crossing of genotype(s) carrying 
resistance with a susceptible parent to produce segregating populations followed by 
screening against the target pathogen (Bariana and Bansal 2017). In the case of 
involvement of more than one gene in controlling resistance, isolation of underlying 
resistance genes in individually and development of single gene segregating populations 
(SGSPs) underpins detailed characterization (Bariana and Bansal 2017). 
 
Sears (1954) identified a series of monosomic plants lacking one of 21 chromosomes 
and 41 telocentric chromosomes from Chinese Spring wheat. Endo and Gill (1996) later 
identified 436 chromosome deletions by C-banding and development of the respective 
deletion stocks of common wheat. These pioneering studies facilitated the genetic and 
physical mapping of genes in the wheat genome. Chromosomal locations of several 
stripe rust resistance genes were determined using monosomic analysis (Bariana and 
McIntosh 1993; Bariana et al. 2002; Chen et al. 1996; Eriksen et al. 2004; Kema and 
Lange 1992; Marais et al. 2005; McDonald et al. 2004; McIntosh et al. 1996; Tsomin et 
al. 1990; Zeng et al. 2007). Advancement of molecular marker technologies overtook 
cytogenetic technology in the 21
st
 century. Different methods used for identification of 
chromosomal locations of resistance genes using molecular technologies (such as 
Infinium 90K SNP array and DArTseq) include bulked segregant analysis (BSA) 
(Michelmore et al. 1991), selective genotyping (SG) (Xu et al. 2008) and whole genome 
scanning using high throughput marker technologies such as GBS (Edae et al. 2016; 
Jones et al. 2009). Following identification of markers linked with the target locus in 
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BSA and SG, genotyping of the entire mapping population with these markers is 
performed to estimate genetic linkage and to identify closely linked markers (Collard et 
al. 2005). In the case of high throughput whole genome scanning, linked markers are 
converted to sequence tagged site (STS) markers for in-house use. Several stripe rust 
resistance genes have been identified and mapped more accurately and at a faster rate 
than before (Bansal et al. 2011; Bariana et al. 2016; Bariana et al. 2006; Basnet et al. 
2013; Cheng et al. 2014; Dracatos et al. 2016; Feng et al. 2013; Herrera-Foessel et al. 
2015; Lu et al. 2014; McIntosh et al. 2015 - 2016; Randhawa et al. 2014; Randhawa et al. 
2015; Xu et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2014a; Zhou et al. 2014b) using 
molecular technologies. Most of these genes were mapped using micro-satellites or 
simple sequence repeats (SSR) markers. More recent studies involved 9 K or 90 K SNP 
arrays and DArTseq markers technologies (Bariana and Bansal 2017).  
 
Inheritance studies (Chapter 3) demonstrated the monogenic inheritance of seedling 
stripe rust resistance in common wheat landrace Aus27430, whereas Aus27492 carried 
two seedling resistance genes. Stripe rust resistance genes from Aus27492 were isolated 
and single gene segregating populations (SGSPs) SGSP#69 and SGSP#71 were 
developed. The resistance genes carried by Aus27430 was temporarily named YrAW5 
and those carried by Aus27492 were named YrAW6 (SGSP#69) and YrAW7 (SGSP#71). 
This chapter covers chromosomal locations of YrAW5, YrAW6 and YrAW7. 
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4.2. Materials and Methods 
4.2.1. Plant and pathogen materials 
Population development and phenotypic assessment details are described in Chapter 3. 
4.2.2. Molecular analysis 
4.2.2.1. DNA extraction 
 
DNA was extracted from leaf tissue of 10-day old plants of each F3 family and RIL 
using the modified CTAB method using the protocol described in Doyle and Doyle 
(1990). The pellet was washed with 500 µl of CTAB washing buffer and air dried for 
one hour and then dissolved in a 100 µl buffer (TE+RNase) before it was incubated in 
oven at 37 
o
C for 1-2 hours. DNA samples were quantified using a Nanodrop ND-1000 
Spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Technologies) (Bansal et al. 2014b).   
 
4.2.2.2. Molecular genotyping 
Selective genotyping (SG) was performed on eight homozygous resistant (HR) and eight 
homozygous susceptible (HS) F3 families of Aus27430/AvS population using the 
Illumina iSelect 90K Infinium SNP genotyping array (Wang et al. 2014) to determine 
chromosomal location of YrAW5. In the case of SGSP#69 (YrAW6) and SGSP#71 
(YrAW7), DNA from 10 HR and 10 HS progenies from the respective heterozygous F3 
families (F3 equivalent) were used for BSA (Bansal et al. 2014a). Details of SG and 
BSA technologies are described in Hayden et al. (2008) and Bansal et al. (2014a). 
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4.2.2.3. Saturation of chromosome regions on 6AS and 5AL 
Forty five SNP markers located on chromosome 6A were converted to kompetitive 
allele-specific PCR (KASP) and genotyped on parents Aus27430 and AvS using the 
KASP technology (LGC genomics, UK). Polymorphic KASP markers were tested on the 
whole RIL population. In addition, six SSR markers (gwm459, gwm334, barc206, barc3, 
barc23 and gwm494), previously mapped on chromosome 6A (Paillard et al. 2003; 
Somers et al. 2004), were used to confirm the location of YrAW5 on chromosome 6AS. 
Primer sequences of markers were taken from the GrainGenes 2.0 database 
(http://wheat.pw.usda.gov).  
 
Four SSR markers (cfa2149, wPt7061, gpw2181 and gwm410) located on chromosome 
5AL were genotyped on a set of selected non-segregating resistant and non-segregating 
susceptible families of SGSP#71 and the polymorphic markers were genotyped on the 
entire SGSP to differentiate YrAW7 from Yr34 andYr48 (Bariana et al. 2006; Lowe et al. 
2011). 
 
4.2.2.4. PCR amplification of KASP markers 
PCRs were performed using 8 µl reaction volume comprising of 4 µl of 2 x KASP mix, 
0.11 µl assay mix (containing 12 µM each allele-specific forward primer and 30 µM of 
reverse primer), 3 µl of genomic DNA (30 ng/µl) and 0.89 µl of autoclaved ddH2O. 
KASP mix comprises universal FRET (fluorescence resonance energy transfer) cassettes 
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(FAM and HEX), ROXTM passive reference dye, Taq polymerase, free nucleotides and 
MgCl2 in optimized buffer. Reactions were performed using 96-well PCR plate in 
Mx3005P qPCR system (Agilent technologies). PCR amplification was performed in a 
T100TM thermal cycler (BioRad) using the cycling conditions: 95
o
C for 15 minute for 
hot-start Taq DNA polymerase activation, followed by a touchdown profile of 9 cycles 
at 94
o
C for 20 s and 61
o
C for 1 minute with a 0.6
o
C reduction per cycle, followed by 38 
cycles at 94
o
C for 20 s and 55
o
C for 1 minute. Allelic discrimination data were 
visualized by the CFX96 TouchTM real-time PCR detection system (BioRad, USA) and 
the data were analyzed using Bio-Rad CFX Manager Software (BioRad, USA). 
Genotyping of a test assay displays three observable genotyping groups, FAM 
(homozygote), HEX (homozygote) and mixed (heterozygote) (Randhawa et al. 2015).  
 
4.2.2.5. Genotyping of csLV34 and SSR markers  
The Lr34-linked PCR-based marker csLV34 (Lagudah et al. 2006) was genotyped on the 
RIL population and parents of Aus27430/AvS to check the presence of Yr18. PCR 
conditions: 95
o
C for 10 minute for hot-start Taq DNA polymerase activation, followed 
by amplification step of 30 cycles at 94
o
C for 30 s, 60
o
C for 30 s and 72
o
C for 30 s and 
extension step at 72
o
C for 7 minutes. The SSR markers were genotyped following the 
procedures described in Bansal et al. (2014a) and Randhawa et al. (2015).  
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4.2.3. Data analyses  
Chi-squared analyses were conducted to test the goodness of fit of observed phenotypic 
and genotypic segregation to the theoretically expected ratios. Contingency χ2 analysis 
tables were made to compare sets of data from genetically similar populations. Genetic 
linkage analysis was computed with the Map Manager version QTXb20 (Manly et al. 
2001). Kosambi mapping function (Kosambi 1943) was used to convert the 
recombination fractions into centimorgans (cM). Genetic linkage values with logarithm 
of odds (LOD) score of 3.0 and above were considered as statistically significant. 
Genetic maps were constructed using MapChart software (Voorrips 2002). 
 
4.3. Results 
4.3.1. Mapping of YrAW5 
DNA samples from eight Aus27430/AvS-derived HR and HS F3 lines (Chapter 3) were 
used for selective SNP genotyping. Forty five SNP markers from the short arm of 
chromosome 6A showed strong linkage with YrAW5. These markers were converted to 
KASP assays and genotyped on Aus27430 and AvS population to test polymorphism 
between parents. Nine KASP markers that showed repeatable polymorphisms between 
parental lines were screened on the entire Aus27430/AvS RIL population. A linkage 
map of Aus27430/AvS consisting of nine KASP markers and YrAW5 was constructed 
(Fig. 4.1). The linkage map spanned over a total genetic distance of 43.8 cM. Markers 
KASP_3077 and KASP_79351 flanked YrAW5 at genetic distances of 4.4 cM and 2.8 cM 
distally and proximally, respectively (Fig. 4.1). The sequences of KASP markers used in 
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the linkage map are given in Table 4.1. Six SSR markers that showed polymorphism 
between parents and previously mapped on chromosome 6A were genotyped on the 
entire population of Aus27430/AvS population to confirm the chromosomal location of 
YrAW5. None of these markers mapped close to YrAW5. Marker gwm459 mapped 23.2 
cM proximal to YrAW5 supporting its location in chromosome 6A. The sequences and 
respective consensus map positions of these SSR markers are shown in Table 4.2.  
 
Parents Aus27430 and Avocet S showed polymorphism when genotyped using the Yr18-
linked marker csLV34. Aus27430 carried the Yr18-linked 150 bp allele.  
 
4.3.2. Interaction of YrAW5 and Yr18 
The entire Aus27430/AvS RIL was genotyped using csLV34 and was partitioned into 
four genotypic classes (Table 4.3). RILs carrying both YrAW5 and Yr18 in combination 
produced infection types ranging from ;1C to 12CN, whereas YrAW5 alone produced 
slightly higher infection types (IT 2C to 3C). The other two genotypic classes produced 
susceptible infection types varying from 33+C to 3+. These results indicated the 
improved expression of YrAW5 in the presence of Yr18. 
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Table 4.1 Primer sequences for KASP markers used to map YrAW5 on chromosome 6AS 
 
Marker  cM* Allele 1
a
  Allele 2
b
  Common/reverse  
KASP_54332 3.4 cggcgactgcacgttgctcaa ggcgactgcacgttgctcag gtttccacaggcaatcgatcgacat 
KASP_54323 3.8 gactacatgatgatcgacttgttgct actacatgatgatcgacttgttgcc ccatttcctttgcagtcatgcaagaattt 
KASP_3077 4.7 attccaaagtaattggcaacaggttca ccaaagtaattggcaacaggttcg tgtggagcgtgacaatgaggaagtt 
KASP_79351 5.6 ggctgaatcactggtggataacatt gctgaatcactggtggataacatc ggacttttagcagtaaacccatgatcaaa 
KASP_6230 5.7 aggagtatacatatttgtcgtaaggattta ggagtatacatatttgtcgtaaggatttg gatacataggacagggtatcgccaa 
KASP_14763 7.0 ggtcctgtttagagtggagcgt gtcctgtttagagtggagcgc gcaaggagcgcaacctggactt 
KASP_11315 13.5 ccttcaacgacctgactgccaat cttcaacgacctgactgccaag cgaaggcgacgcggccgtt 
KASP_78656 22.9 gaagaattcgcatattcaggcgcaa aagaattcgcatattcaggcgcag tcgactctacccagcaaacttcctt 
KASP_30282 33.3 ggcggacgtggcaaggatgat gcggacgtggcaaggatgac cggagcgtggcaggcgcaa 
* Genetic map position of the SNP markers in the 90K snp assay (Wang et al. 2014) 
aA1 primer labeled with FAM: GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCT; bA2 primer labeled with HEX: GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGAT 
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Table 4.2 Details of chromosome 6A located SSR markers  
Marker name  Forward primer Reward primer  cM
a 
TM (
o
C)
b 
gwm459 atggagtggtcacactttgaa agcttctctgaccaacttctcg 0 55 
gwm334 aatttcaaaaaggagagaga aacatgtgtttttagctatc  2 50 
barc206  gctttgccaggtgagcactct tggccgggtatttgagttggagttt 13 55 
barc23 gcgtgaaatagtgcaagccagagat gcgctaacacctcggcaagacaa 23 60 
gwm494 attgaacaggaagacatcaggg ttcctggagctgtctggc 66.9 60 
barc3  ttccctgtgtctttctaatttttttt gcgaactcccgaacatttttat 27 55 
a 
Marker position in the wheat genome consensus map of chromosome 6A (Somers et al. 2004; Roder et al. 1998) 
b Primer annealing temperature 
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Figure 4.1 Genetic linkage map of chromosome 6AS showing location of YrAW5 
 
Table 4.3 Interaction of stripe rust resistance genes YrAW5 and Yr18 in Aus27430/AvS 
F6 RIL population when tested against Pst pathotype 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+  at the 3
rd
 
leaf stage 
 
Genotype YrAW5YrAW5 yrAW5yrAW5 Total 
Yr18Yr18 47 (IT ;1C to 12CN) 28 (IT 33+C to 3+C) 75 
yr18yr18 26 (IT 2C to 3C) 33 (IT 3+) 59 
Total 73 61 134 
χ21:1 (YrAW5 vs. yrAW5) = 1.08, non-significant at P=0.05 and 1 df and χ
2
1:1 (Yr18 vs. yr18) = 1.91, non-significant at 
P=0.05 and 1 df. Table value of χ2 at P=0.05 and 1 df. = 3.841 
 
KASP_54332
KASP_54323
KASP_3077
YrAW5
KASP_79351
KASP_6230
KASP_14763
KASP_11315
KASP_78656
KASP_30282
7.3
4.8
4.4
2.8
2.0
1.4
4.8
2.7
13.6
6A
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4.3.3. Chromosomal location of YrAW6  
A whole genome scan kit consisting of 363 iselect 90K SNP bead chip was used to 
screen the parental lines and DNA bulks of the HR and HS lines to determine genomic 
location of YrAW6. Markers located on chromosomes 2A, 2B, 2D, 6B, 7A and some yet 
unassigned markers showed association with YrAW6 (Table 4.4). The SNP marker 
IWB71684 located on chromosome 2B showed strong association with YrAW6. 
Experiments are in progress to determine the precise location of YrAW6.  
 
4.3.4. Chromosomal location of YrAW7  
 
Ten HR and HS families each from the SGSP#71 were used for selective genotyping 
using the Illumina iSelect 90K Infinium SNP genotyping array. Five SNP markers 
IWB12333, IWB59605, IWB26315, IWB28861 and IWB23682 located on the long arm of 
chromosome 5A showed genetic association with YrAW7 (Table 4.5). Multi-pathotype 
tests conducted on HR lines from the SGSP#71 population using five Pst pathotypes 134 
E16A+17+27+, 134 E16A+Yr17, 104 E137A-Yr17+, 110 E143A+ and 108 E141A+ 
suggested its in-effectiveness against three pre-2002 Pst pathotypes. Considering the 
similar pathogenic specificity and location of Yr34 and Yr48 in the long arm of 
chromosome 5A, YrAW7 could be either Yr34 or Yr48 and these genes were shown to 
represent the same locus (Bariana and Bansal personal communication). In order to 
verify this observation, four SSR markers previously reported to be linked with Yr48, 
were genotyped on a set of selected resistant and susceptible families from the SGSP#71 
F3 population. Only two of the markers (cfa2149 and wPt7061) were polymorphic 
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between the selected resistant and susceptible families and these were genotyped on the 
entire SGSP#71. These markers cfa2149 and wPt7061 co-segregated and mapped 7.2 
cM proximal to YrAW7 (Fig. 4.2). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Genetic linkage map of chromosome 5AL for SGSP#71 
 
 
YrAW70.0
cfa2149 wPt70617.2
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Table 4.4 Summary of bulk segregant analysis to determine the genomic location of YrAW6 
SNP ID Norm Theta 
linkage 
evidence 
Chromosome 
Assigned 
cM Aus27492 Resistant  
bulk 
Artificial F1 Susceptible  bulk Avocet S 
IWA696 Medium Unknown Unknown AA* AA NC** BB BB 
IWB71684 Strong 2B 173.35175 BB* BB NC AA NC 
IWB52501 Medium 2A 127.38181 AA AA BB BB BB 
IWB32177 Medium 2Dx 80.407884 AA AA BB BB BB 
IWB60824 Strong Unknown Unknown BB NC NC NC NC 
IWB27766 Medium 7A 45.245074 BB BB NC NC NC 
IWB5689 Strong Unknown Unknown BB BB AA AA AA 
IWB14832 Medium Unknown Unknown AA AA NC NC NC 
IWB26626 Medium 6B 113.67064 AA AA NC BB NC 
* AA and BB = parental types with respect to the marker; ** NC = no call 
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Table 4.5 Summary of bulk segregant analysis to determine the genomic location of YrAW7 
SNP ID Norm Theta 
linkage 
evidence 
Chromosome 
Assigned 
cM Aus27492 Resistant bulk Artificial F1 Susceptible 
bulk 
Avocet S 
IWB756 Strong Unknown Unknown BB BB NC NC AA 
IWB74597 Strong Unknown Unknown BB BB NC NC NC 
IWB12333 Strong 5A 137.8838 AA AA NC NC NC 
IWB59605 Strong 5A 139.7533 BB BB NC AA AA 
IWA7509 Strong Unknown Unknown BB BB NC AA AA 
IWB26315 Strong 5A 144.1373 BB BB NC AA AA 
IWB28861 Strong 5A 144.1373 BB BB NC AA AA 
IWA2558 Strong Unknown Unknown AA AA NC BB BB 
IWB23682 Strong 5A 148.3036 BB BB NC AA AA 
IWA2643 Strong Unknown Unknown AA AA NC BB BB 
IWB11954 -- Unknown Unknown BB BB BB NC NC 
* AA and BB = parental types with respect to the marker; ** NC = no call
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4.4. Discussion 
Molecular mapping in plants has replaced cytogenetic techniques used for chromosomal 
locations of economic traits such as rust resistance in wheat. This study determined 
genomic locations of stripe rust resistance genes YrAW5, YrAW7 and remained 
inconclusive to place YrAW6 in a specific genomic region of the wheat genome. 
 
YrAW5 
Stripe rust resistance from Aus27430 was located in the short arm of chromosome 6A 
through selective genotyping using 90K infinium SNP array.  Stripe rust resistance 
genes Yr38 (Marais et al. 2006) and Yr42 (Marais et al. 2009) were located on 
chromosome 6A. Both these genes are located on translocated segments of Aegilops 
sharonensis (Yr38) and Aegilops neglecta (Yr42) and hence highly unlikely to be the 
same as YrAW5. Seven QTL for stripe rust resistance were identified on chromosome 
6A and these include: QYrex.wgp-6AS (linked markers Xgwp56, Xgwm334) in cultivar 
Express (Lin and Chen 2009), QYr.uga-6AS (wPt-671561, wPt-7840) in Pioneer 26R61 
(Hao et al. 2011), QRYr6A.2 (barc3, PT-7063) in Avocet (Lillemo et al. 2008), 
QRYr6A.2 (gwm427, wmc256) in Avocet (William et al. 2006), QRYr6A.2 (wPt-0959, 
378849) in Avocet (Rosewarne et al. 2012) QRYr6A.3 (wPt-1642, Xgwm617) in Platte 
(Vazquez et al. 2012), and YrQ3 (gwm334, gwm169) in Xichang 76-9 (Cao et al. 2012). 
All SSR markers reported to be linked with these loci were either unlinked or failed to 
amplify any product when tested on Aus27430/AvS RIL population. An APR gene for 
stripe rust resistance designated ‘yrLM168’ flanked by RGA markers R1 and R2 was 
also reported in chromosome 6A in the mapping population developed from a cross 
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between a resistant parent LM168-1 and a susceptible parent SY95-71 (Feng et al. 2013). 
These markers were not available. This information supports the hypothesis that YrAW5 
represents a new locus for all stage stripe rust resistance. Saturation of the 
Aus27430/AvS 6AS map will be needed to identify markers closely linked with YrAW5. 
A permanent gene symbol for YrAW5 will be requested. The intermediate expression of 
resistance under greenhouse and field conditions differentiates this gene from typical all 
stage resistance genes. Interaction of YrAW5 with Yr18 in lowering seedling infection 
and field response was also noted. Chhetri et al. (2016) reported a similar interaction of 
Yr58 with Yr46.  
  
YrAW6  
The ASR gene YrAW6 conferred stripe rust resistance in Aus27492-derived SGSP#69. 
This resistance locus is effective against all Australian pathotypes tested. Although the 
genomic location of YrAW6 is yet to be confirmed, it appears to be located on 
chromosome 2B based on strong association with a SNP marker IWB71684. Eight stripe 
rust resistance genes that are located on chromosome 2B include Yr5, Yr7, Yr27, Yr31, 
Yr53, Yr72, YrSp and YrV23 (Luo et al. 2009; McIntosh et al. 2015 - 2016; McIntosh et 
al. 1995). Yr5, Yr7, Yr53 and Yr72 were mapped on chromosome 2BL, while the others 
were located on 2BS. Based on pathogenic specificity and resistance expression of Yr5, 
Yr7, Yr27 and Yr31 are likely to be different from YrAW6. Yr5 was transferred from 
Triticum spelta and Yr7 and Yr27 are ineffective to some of Australian Pst pathotypes. 
Yr31 expresses at the 4
th
 leaf stage (H.S. Bariana personal communication). It is 
premature to conclude anything at this stage and experiments are in progress to identify 
the precise location of YrAW6. 
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YrAW7 
 
The Aus7492-derived SGSP#71 segregated for YrAW7 and it was located on the long 
arm of chromosome 5A through SNP based bulked segregant analysis. The 
susceptibility of YrAW7 against pre-2002 Australian pathotypes and its location in 
chromosome 5AL suggested that it might be Yr34 or Yr48. Yr34 and Yr48 were shown 
to be the same through tests of allelism and marker profile similarity (H.S. Bariana 
personal communication). The Yr48-linked SSR markers cfa2149 and wPt7061 mapped 
7.2 cM proximal to YrAW7. The amplification of different marker alleles of cfa2149 in 
Aus27492 (236 bp) than the Yr34 stock WAWHT2046 (231 bp) also suggested the 
uniqueness of YrAW7. Similarly, amplification of the DArT marker wPt7061 resulted in 
different sizes of marker alleles between Aus27492 and WAWHT2046. Aus27492 had 
four bands while the positive control ‘WAWHT2046’ had three bands; the negative 
control Carnamah and susceptible families of SGSP#71 had similar allele sizes each 
having two bands. In order to confirm these observations, three homozygous resistant 
lines of SGSP#71 were crossed with WAWHT2046 for the test of allelism.  
 
Conclusions 
This investigation attempted to identify genomic locations of three putatively new stripe 
rust resistance loci. While uniqueness of YrAW6 is yet to be confirmed, YrAW5 and 
YrAW7 appear to represent new loci. The stocks carrying these genes have been crossed 
with Australian cultivars to facilitate their deployment into new wheat cultivars. 
Backcross derivatives will be useful for validation of markers linked with these genes.
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Chapter V 
High density mapping of stripe rust and leaf rust resistance in 
Aus28166/Avocet S recombinant inbred line population 
5.1. Introduction 
Rusts are the oldest and economically the most important diseases of wheat (Boyd 2005; 
McIntosh et al. 1995; Roelfs et al. 1992; Singh et al. 2011a). Under favorable climatic 
conditions, rust pathogens produce large quantities of urediniospores that can travel long 
distances across wheat growing regions of the world. The urediniospores can germinate 
within three hours in the presence of free moisture at temperatures specific to each rust 
pathogen to create epidemics  resulting in  heavy production losses (Chen 2005; Kolmer 
2013; Roelfs et al. 1992). 
 
Stripe rust of wheat, caused by Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici (Pst) and leaf rust, 
caused by Puccinia triticina (Pt), are important foliar diseases of wheat worldwide 
(Bolton et al. 2008; Bux et al. 2012b; Kertho et al. 2015; Li et al. 2014). Leaf rust is 
more wide spread than stripe rust as the latter thrives best in regions of the world having 
cool and temperate climatic conditions during the crop season (Chen 2005; Khan et al. 
2013; Lan et al. 2015b). Yield losses due to leaf rust could reach to a maximum of 50%, 
if infection occurs early and susceptible cultivars are grown (Huerta-Espino et al. 2011). 
In contrast stripe rust can cause 75% to 100% losses on susceptible cultivars under 
favorable environments (Afzal et al. 2008; Chen 2005; Sharma-Poudyal and Chen 2011). 
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In Australia, leaf rust and stripe rust have the potential to cause annual losses of $197 m 
and $994 m, respectively (Murray and Brennan 2009). Control of leaf rust and stripe rust 
through deployment of resistance genes contributes 82% and 50% of disease control 
mechanisms, respectively (Murray and Brennan 2009). 
 
Genetic control of rusts depends on continuous supply of diverse sources of resistance as 
rust pathogens evolve continuously to overcome commercially deployed resistance 
genes (McIntosh and Brown 1997). The use of APR genes as sources of resistance to 
rust diseases in commercial cultivars is professed to increase durability of resistance as 
APR genes are considered to be race non-specific (Li et al. 2014). Identification and 
mapping of APR genes is not as easy as ASR genes due to their minor and additive 
phenotypic effect and presence with ASR genes (Chhetri et al. 2016a). Wheat landraces 
have been demonstrated to be important sources of genetically diverse resistance genes 
(Bansal et al. 2013; Bonman et al. 2007; Bux et al. 2012a; Daetwyler et al. 2014; 
Newcomb et al. 2013). A common wheat landrace Aus28166 selected from the Watkins 
collections exhibited high level of resistance to stripe rust and moderate level of 
resistance to leaf rust. This study was planned to identify genomic regions conferring 
resistance to stripe rust and leaf rust in the Aus28166/AvS recombinant inbred line (RIL) 
population. 
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5.2. Materials and Methods  
5.2.1. Plant material 
Common wheat landrace Aus28166 obtained from Australian Winter Cereal Collection 
(AWCC), Tamworth, NSW, Australia, was crossed with a stripe rust susceptible 
genotype Avocet S (AvS). F1 seeds were selfed to generate F2 population. Consequently, 
single seed decent method was followed to advance F3, F4 and F5 populations. Each F6 
recombinant inbred line (RIL) of Aus28166/AvS population was derived from a single 
F5 plant.  
 
5.2.2. Pathogen materials 
Pst pathotype 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ (culture no 617) and Pt pathotypes 76-
1,3,5,7,9,10,12,13+Lr37 (625); 104-1,2,3,(6),(7),11,13 (547); 104-2,3,6,(7),12 (231) and 
104-1,3,4,6,7,8,9,10,12+Lr37 (634) were used to create epidemics in field. Field 
inoculation procedure is described in Chhetri et al. (2016a). 
 
5.2.3. Field assessment for rust resistance 
Adult plant evaluation trials were conducted at three locations; Karalee (KAR), 
Lansdowne (LDN) and Horse unit (HRU), field trial sites of the Plant Breeding Institute, 
the University of Sydney, Australia. The RIL population and parents were sown as 
hillplots as eight to 10 seeds per hillplot and 35 hillplots per block. Spreader rows of 
susceptible plants (mixture of susceptible cultivars for each rust pathogen) were sown 
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after every five plots horizontally and every four blocks vertically for uniform disease 
infection and development. 
 
Assessments of stripe rust and leaf rust field response variations were made using the 1- 
9 scoring scale, where 1 is very resistant and 9 is very susceptible (Bariana et al. 2007b). 
The field scores were converted to their equivalent percentage values (where 1 = 0, 2 = 5, 
3 = 10, 4 = 20, 5 = 30, 6 = 50, 7 = 70, 8 = 90 and 9 = 100) to estimate the effects of QTL 
in reduction of rust severities. 
 
5.2.4. Seedling tests for ASR to stripe rust 
Seedling stripe rust screening procedure is described in Chapter 3. Multi-pathotype tests 
were conducted on parents and homozygous resistant (HR) RILs using five Pst 
pathotypes; 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+, 134 E16A+Yr17, 104 E137A-Yr17+, 110 E143A+ 
and 108 E141A+ at the two-leaf stage. Two weeks after inoculation, seedlings were 
scored to determine their disease responses using the 0 to 4 scale described in McIntosh 
et al. (1995).  
 
5.2.5. Molecular marker analysis 
DNA was extracted from two-leaf stage seedlings of each RIL and parents using a 
modified CTAB method as described in Bansal et al. (2014b). DNA samples were 
quantified using a Nanodrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Technologies) 
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(Bansal et al. 2014b). The genomic DNA of 92 RILs and parents (Aus28166 and Avocet) 
was sent for DArTseq genotyping (http://www.diversity arrays.com). 
 
Aus28166/AvS RIL population was genotyped with SNP1G22 to confirm the presence 
of pleiotropic resistance gene Lr46/Yr29.  
 
5.2.6. Linkage map construction and QTL analysis 
Linkage map was constructed with software Map Manager version QTXb20 (Manly et 
al. 2001) using Kosambi mapping function (Kosambi 1943). Linkage groups were 
established with a minimum LOD score of 3.0. Markers that co-segregated at the same 
locus (redundant markers) were removed. QTL analysis was conducted using QTL 
cartographer version 2.5_11 (Basten et al. 2012). Composite interval mapping (CIM) 
analysis was computed with a walk speed of 1 cM, a window size of 10 cM, probability 
in and out of 0.1 and five control markers using a forward and backward regression 
model. A LOD score was calculated from 1000 permutations for each trait to determine 
significance (2.5 – 3.0) at P = 0.05 for the detection of stripe rust and leaf rust resistance 
QTL.  
 
5.2.7. Statistical analysis 
Analysis of variance was computed in order to test the significance of genotype by 
environment interaction effects of the RILs and QTL detected, estimate genetic and 
phenotypic variances of the RILs using GenStat 16
th
 edition statistical software (VSN 
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International Ltd, London, UK). Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) values of the 
means were used to compare mean disease severity levels of RILs possessing single, two 
or more and no QTL. Results of the ANOVA were used to estimate the broad sense 
heritability of resistance to both rust diseases as described in Zhou et al. (2015) using the 
formula hb
2 
= Vg/Vp, where Vg is genetic variance and Vp is phenotypic variance 
(Allard 1999). In addition, ANOVA results were used to estimate the number of 
loci/genes conferring resistance to both rusts using the Wright’s formula as described in 
Bansal et al. (2014b). Chi-squared analyses were conducted to determine the number of 
genes conferring resistance to stripe rust by comparing the observed segregation to the 
theoretically expected ratios.  
 
5.3. Results  
5.3.1. Adult plant stripe rust response assessments   
Aus28166 exhibited resistant to moderately resistant stripe rust response (scores 2 to 3), 
whereas the susceptible parent Avocet S was scored 8 to 9 in all environments. The 
stripe rust response scores among the Aus28166/AvS RIL population varied from 2 to 8 
across all environments (Fig. 5.1a). The average stripe rust response variation across 
three locations showed a highly significant correlation (r = 0.84, 0.77 and 0.73; KAR vs. 
LDN, KAR vs. HRU, LDN vs. HRU, respectively). The number of loci conferring adult 
plant resistance to stripe rust in Aus28166/AvS RIL population was estimated to be four 
to five using the modified Wright’s formula. A heritability value of 0.72 was computed. 
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5.3.2. Adult plant leaf rust response assessments  
Parental genotypes Aus28166 and Avocet were scored 4 to 5 and 8 to 9, respectively, 
under field conditions. The Aus28166/AvS RIL population showed continuous variation 
(2 to 9) for leaf rust response (Fig. 5.1b). Leaf rust response variation among 
Aus28166/AvS RILs correlated significantly [r = 0.74 (KAR & HRU), 0.79 (KAR & 
LDN) and 0.81 (HRU & LDN)] across three sites. Broad sense heritability estimate was 
moderately high (0.77). The number of loci involved in controlling resistance to leaf rust 
under field conditions in Aus28166/AvS RIL population was estimated to be three using 
the modified Wright’s formula. 
 
Figure 5.1 Adult plant response variations among Aus28166/AvS RILs, when tested 
under field conditions against (a) stripe rust and (b) leaf rust 
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5.3.3. Construction of linkage map 
From a total of 25,274 DArTseq markers, 2,943 had over 10% missing values, 5,648 did 
not fit to the expected 1:1 segregation ratio, 7,860 were not clearly polymorphic between 
parents and 3,489 were not assigned to specific chromosomes. Finally, 5334 DArTseq 
markers representing all 21 chromosomes (2301 markers from A, 2390 from B and 643 
from D genomes) were considered for linkage map construction. Further, 1398 
redundant markers were removed from the linkage map to keep only one marker per 
locus for clarity of QTL maps and ease of analysis. Another set of 1352 unlinked 
markers were excluded from the linkage map while making linkage groups within each 
chromosome. The QTL map of Aus28166/AvS spanned 9336.4 cM with average 
distance of 3.3 cM between adjacent markers. 
 
5.3.4. QTL analysis 
5.3.5.1 Stripe rust 
Composite interval mapping detected five QTL for stripe rust resistance on 
chromosomes 1B, 2A, 3B, 5A and 6A. The first four QTL were contributed by 
Aus28166 and the last by Avocet S (Table 5.1; Fig. 5.2). The QTL on 1B designated as 
QYr.sun-1BL was effective at all locations and explained stripe rust response variation 
ranging from 18% at LDN to 43% at KAR (Table 5.1). QYr.sun-1BL was located in the 
long arm of chromosome 1B and peaked at 400.1 cM position with the peak DArTseq 
marker 1092668 across all locations (Fig. 5.2).  QYr.sun-2AL located in the long arm of 
chromosome 2A peaked at the marker 3935410 (map position 430.9 cM) at KAR and 
LDN sites and explained up to 8% variation in stripe rust response. The third QTL, 
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detected in the short arm of chromosome 3B explained 9 to 12% variation in stripe rust 
response among the Aus2816/AvS RIL population. QYr.sun-3BS peaked at the marker 
1219120 (123.3 cM) at all locations. The fourth QTL was detected on the long arm of 
chromosome 5A (QYr.sun-5AL) and it explained 5 to 11% variation in stripe rust 
response across all sites and it peaked at marker 3025482 (341.6 cM). One inconsistent 
QTL was detected on chromosome 6A of Avocet S. QYr.sun-6A peaked at marker 
1237708 and was effective only at KAR. It explained 6% variation in stripe rust 
response among the RIL population.  
 
5.3.5.2 Leaf rust 
Two consistent QTL on chromosomes 1B and 5A for resistance to leaf rust were 
identified in Aus28166/AvS mapping population (Table 5.1). Both QLr.sun-1BL and 
QLr.sun-5AL were contributed by Aus28166 and detected at the same position as 
QYr.sun-1BL and QYr.sun-5AL, respectively, indicating that each of these loci condition 
resistance to both stripe rust and leaf rust (Fig. 5.2). QYr.sun-1BL explained 24, 30 and 
33% of leaf rust response variation at LDN, HRU and KAR, respectively (Table 5.1). 
QLr.sun-5AL was also effective at all locations with contribution 11% to 17% to leaf 
rust response variation. Molecular marker analysis using the Lr46/Yr29-linked KASP 
marker SNP1G22 for Lr46/Yr29 revealed that QYr.sun-1BL and QLr.sun-1BL are Yr29 
and Lr46 as the peak SNP marker 1092668 co-segregated with SNP1G22. One 
inconsistent QTL contributed by Avocet S was detected in KAR and LDN in 
chromosome 2B. In KAR it exhibited LOD score 3.98 and explained 10% leaf rust 
response variation and peaked at marker 2294169 at 468.9 cM position, while at LDN it 
was detected at a different position (673.9 cM) and explained 6% variation in leaf rust 
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response. The other inconsistent QTL contributed by Avocet S was detected in LDN and 
HRU in chromosome 3A. In HRU it peaked at marker 1139799 with LOD score 4.52 
and contributed 12% to leaf rust response variation while in LDN it peaked at marker 
1075491 with LOD score 2.68 and contributed 8% to leaf rust variation.   
Table 5.1 Summary of stripe rust and leaf rust QTL detected in Aus28166/AvS RIL 
population 
 
Location/QTL Peak marker LOD score R
2
 
 
Contributing parent 
Stripe rust      
2016 KAR     
QYr.sun-1B 1092668 16.35 43 Aus28166 
QYr.sun-2A 3935410 3.95 7 Aus28166 
QYr.sun-3B 1219120 5.10 9 Aus28166 
QYr.sun-5A 3025482 2.19 5 Aus28166 
QYr.sun-6A 1237708 3.61 6 Avocet S 
2016 LDN     
QYr.sun-1B 1279983 6.87 18 Aus28166 
QYr.sun-2A 3935410 3.00 8 Aus28166 
QYr.sun-3B 1219120 4.63 12 Aus28166 
QYr.sun-5A 3025482 2.55 8 Aus28166 
2016 HRU     
QYr.sun-1B 1092668 10.47 34 Aus28166 
QYr.sun-2A 3935410 1.17 3 Aus28166 
QYr.sun-3B 1219120 4.34 12 Aus28166 
QYr.sun-5A 3025482 3.67 11 Aus28166 
Leaf rust     
2016 KAR     
QLr.sun-1B 1092668 10.56 33 Aus28166 
QLr.sun-5A 3025482 3.02 11 Aus28166 
2016 LDN     
QLr.sun-1B 1092668 8.07 24 Aus28166 
QLr.sun-5A 3025482 5.63 17 Aus28166 
2016 HRU     
QLr.sun-1B 1092668 10.98 30 Aus28166 
QLr.sun-5A 3025482 4.58 13 Aus28166 
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Figure 5.2 Stripe rust and leaf rust QTL detected in chromosomes a) 1BL, b) 5AL, c) 
2AL and d) 3BS in Aus28166/AvS RIL population  
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5.3.4. Validation of QTL  
 
5.3.4.1 Stripe rust  
The effects of each QTL and their all possible combinations (2, 3 and 4 QTL) in 
reducing stripe rust severity were calculated using the average disease severity (DS) 
values of the RILs carrying the alternate alleles of the peak marker. The Aus28166/AvS 
RIL population was partitioned into 15 genotypic categories including RILs based QTL 
combinations (Table 5.3). One possible genotype category ‘QYr.sun-1BL+3BS+5AL’ 
was missing. The performance of individual QTL across locations showed interactions 
between genotypes and environments. QYr.sun-1BL, QYr.sun-2AL, QYr.sun-3BS and 
QYr.sun-5AL were significantly different from each other in KAR, while there was no 
significant difference between QYr.sun-2AL and QYr.sun-3BS; QYr.sun-3BS and 
QYr.sun-5AL at LDN. At HRU only QYr.sun-2AL was significantly different from the 
remaining three QTL (Table 5.3). QYr.sun-2A (23.9) and QYr.sun-3BL (23.3%) had 
similar mean disease severities. 
 
The lowest mean disease severity value (9.4%) across locations was exhibited by RILs 
carrying four QTL in combination QYr.sun-1BL+2AL+3BS+5AL. However, the disease 
severity value of RIL with four QTL was not significantly different from those with 
three QTL. Similarly, RILs carrying three QTL were not significantly different from the 
ones carrying two QTL; however, RILs carrying individual QTL have significantly 
higher disease severity levels as compared to any of the QTL combinations with the 
exception of QYr.sun-1B, which was as effective as some of the RILs possessing two 
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QTL. The disease severity levels of RILs lacking all QTL were significantly higher than 
RILs carrying different QTL singly.  
 
5.3.4.2 Leaf rust  
Similar statistical procedures were followed to determine the effect of each QTL and 
their combined effect on leaf rust severity. The Aus28166/AvS population was divided 
into four genotypic categories; QLr.sun-1BL, QLr.sun-5AL, QLr.sun-1BL+5AL and no 
QTL (Table 5.3). The ANOVA results indicated significant differences between 
genotype groups and environment. Only nine RILs carried the two QTL together 
(QLr.sun-1BL+5AL) and their mean disease severity value of 18.3% was significantly 
lower than the remaining three groups. There was no statistically significant difference 
between the mean disease severity levels of QLr.sun-1BL and QLr.sun-5AL at all 
locations. The mean disease severity of RILs lacking both QTL was significantly higher 
than the RILs carrying either of the QTL across all locations. 
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Table 5.2 Disease severities of Aus28166/AvS RILs carrying one, two, three and four 
stripe rust resistance QTL and one and two leaf rust resistance QTL  
 
 
     
Loci No. of RILs 2016 KAR 2016 LDN 2016 HRU Average 
Stripe rust      
QYr.sun-1BL 7 12.1
ab
 16.1
b
 13.6
b
 13.9
b
 
QYr.sun-2AL 4 27.0
d
 20.8
c
 23.9
c
 23.9
d
 
QYr.sun-3BS 7 32.3
f
 22.1
cd
 15.4
b
 23.3
d
 
QYr.sun-5AL 4 20.0
c
 23.8
d
 11.7
ab
 18.5
c
 
QYr.sun-1BL+2AL 11 9.1
a
 14.4
b
 7.8
a
 10.4
a
 
QYr.sun-1BL+3BS 9 8.8
a
 13.7
ab
 9.1
a
 10.5
a
 
QYr.sun-1BL+5AL 2 10.0
a
 13.8
ab
 10.0
a
 11.3
ab
 
QYr.sun-2AL+3BS 5 21.6
c
 16.0
b
 11.5
ab
 16.4
bc
 
QYr.sun-2AL+5AL 6 16.7
b
 10.8
a
 12.5
b
 13.3
b
 
QYr.sun-3BS+5AL 7 17.6
b
 15.4
b
 13.3
b
 15.4
bc
 
QYr.sun-1BL+2AL+3BS 6 9.2
a
 11.7
a
 8.3
a
 9.7
a
 
QYr.sun-1BL+2AL+5AL 4 7.5
a
 13.1
ab
 12.7
b
 11.1
ab
 
QYr.sun-2AL+3BS+5AL 5 15.0
b
 10.1
a
 10.0
a
 11.7
ab
 
QYr.sun-1BL+2AL+3BS+5AL 3 8.3
a
 10.8
a
 9.2
a
 9.4
a
 
Nil 9 48.9
g
 43.3
e
 46.1
d
 46.1
e
 
  LSD 4.8 3.5 4.0 4.0 
Leaf rust  
     
QLr.sun-1BL 33 42.2
b
 33.0
bc
 27.5
b
 34.3
b
 
QLr.sun-5AL 22 49.2
b
 40.6
c
 35.9
b
 41.9
b
 
QLr.sun-1BL+5AL 9 25.0
a
 15.6
a
 14.3
a
 18.3
a
 
Nil 25 71.2
c
 67.6
d
 61.4
c
 66.7
c
 
 LSD 11.5 11.0 11.8 12.1 
      
The superscripted alphabets (a, b, c, d, e, f, g) indicate different groups 
 
5.3.5. Seedling stripe rust resistance screening 
The low adult plant response of Aus28166 and the skewness in adult plant response 
variation among Aus28166/AvS RILs prompted us to screen this population under the 
greenhouse conditions. Aus28166 displayed infection type (IT) ;C to ;1
-
C, when tested 
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against Pst pathotype 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ at the two-leaf stage under greenhouse 
conditions and the susceptible parent Avocet S showed IT 3+ (Fig. 5.3). Digenic 
segregation (82 Resistant: 22 Susceptible, χ23:1=0.82, non-significant at P = 0.05 and 
1d.f.) for stripe rust response variation was observed when the entire Aus28166/AvS 
RIL population was tested under greenhouse conditions. The two underlying all stage 
resistance (ASR) genes for stripe rust resistance were named ‘Gene1’ and ‘Gene2’ based 
on their typical responses IT 11+c and IT 23C, respectively (Fig. 5.3).  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 5.3 Infection types exhibited by Aus28166, resistant RILs carrying Gene1 and 
Gene2 and Avocet S, when tested against Pst pathotype 134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ at two-
leaf stage 
 
 
Aus28166   Gene-1   Gene-2    Avocet S 
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Table 5.3 Seedling stripe rust responses of six homozygous resistant RILs, Aus28166 
and Avocet S against five Pst pathotypes  
 
 
RIL no Response  class                                Pt.1
a
Pt.2
b
 Pt. 3
c
 Pt.4
d
 Pt.5
e
 
8 R 23c 2c 23c 2c/3c 2c 
9 R 2c 22+c 2c 12-c 11-c 
40 R 23c 23-c 2c/23-c 23-c 22+c 
45 R 2c 2c 22-c ;c 11+c 
68 R missing 2c 2=c 12=c ;11+c 
69 R 23-c 2c 12c ;1-c ;c 
Aus28166 R ; ;c - ;1-c ;c 
Avocet S S 3+ 3+ 33+ 3+ 3+ 
 Pt = pathotype, a=108 E141A+, b=110 E143A+, c=104 E137A-Yr17+, d=134 E16A+Yr17+Yr27+ and e=134 
E16A+Yr17  
 
 
 
Based on seedling responses six homozygous resistant (HR) RILs were chosen and 
tested in greenhouse at the two-leaf stage against five Pst pathotypes 134 
E16A+Yr17+Yr27+, 134 E16A+Yr17, 104 E137A-Yr17+, 110 E143A+ and 108 
E141A+ to test their effectiveness. Parents were included as controls. All six HR RILs 
and Aus28166 exhibited resistance against five Pst pathotypes (Table 5.3). These results 
indicated that at least two QTL detected in this study can be assigned to these ASR loci. 
 
5.4. Discussion 
 
High density mapping to identify QTL that condition resistance to rust diseases has 
become a reality due to the development of high throughput genotyping platforms such 
as, DArTseq (http://www.diversityarrays.com) and 90K infinium SNP assays, that 
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provide thousands of polymorphic markers covering the whole genome of wheat 
(Chhetri et al. 2016a). This study used DArTseq platform and composite interval 
mapping and identified five QTL for stripe rust resistance in Aus28166/AvS RIL 
population. Four QTL (QYr.sun-1BL, QYr.sun-2AL, QYr.sun-3BS and QYr.sun-5AL) 
were contributed by Aus28166. The contribution of QYr.sun-1BL (31.7%) was much 
larger than the other three QTL [QYr.sun-2AL (6%), QYr.sun-5AL (8%) and QYr.sun-
3BS (11%)]. Several researchers (Bariana et al. 2010; Bariana et al. 2001; Jagger et al. 
2011; Lillemo et al. 2008; Melichar et al. 2008; Rosewarne et al. 2012; Rosewarne et al. 
2008; William et al. 2006; Zwart et al. 2010) identified QTL on the long arm of 
chromosome 1B in different mapping populations and its contribution ranged from 4.5 
to 65% (Rosewarne et al. 2013). This QTL corresponded to Yr29. 
 
Bariana et al. (2010), Chhuneja et al. (2008), Boukhatem et al. (2002) and Mallard et al. 
(2005) reported stripe rust resistance QTL in chromosome 2A with average phenotypic 
variation explained values ranging between 14 to 26.5%. QYr.sun-2AL exhibited lower 
R
2
 value (7 to 8%) as compared to the previously reported QTL in 2A; however, the 
positive marker allele (SNP 3935410) significantly lowered severity (23.9%) level of 
RILs that carried this QTL as compared to those lacking all QTL. Chromosome 2A also 
harbors major genes Yr1 and Yr32 in 2AL (Eriksen et al. 2004) and the relationship 
between QYr.sun-2AL and the previously identified QTL and major genes will be 
determined by testing the Aus28166/AvS population with the closely linked markers 
listed in Rosewarne et al. (2013).  
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Several authors detected QTL in chromosome 3B with R
2
 values ranging between 4 and 
11% and the APR gene Yr30 also resides in this region (Bansal et al. 2014b; Rosewarne 
et al. 2013). QYr.sun-3BS was consistently detected across all locations in this study. 
The R
2
 values were much higher for earlier scores prior to flowering stage (data not 
shown) as compared to the adult plant stage. In addition, QTL analysis conducted using 
data scored in field at the 4
th
 to 5
th
 leaf stage detected QYr.sun-3BS (analysis not 
presented) and matched the same position and peak marker as the CIM analysis using 
the final stripe rust response data with R
2
 value 12% and LOD score of 4.56. This 
prompted us to test Aus28166/AvS RIL population at the seedling stage under 
greenhouse conditions and digenic segregation for stripe rust response was observed. In 
order to determine the uniqueness of this QTL, screening of the RIL lines carrying 
QYr.sun-3BS with the previously reported markers in this region including closely 
linked markers to Yr30, Yr57 (Randhawa et al. 2015), Yr58 (Chhetri et al. 2016a) and 
YrSen (Chemayek 2016) is  important. An Aus28166/AvS RIL carrying only QYr.sun-
3BS will be crossed to stripe rust susceptible genotype Avocet S to isolate QYr.sun-3BS 
for further characterization and detailed mapping.  
 
Many QTL were identified on chromosome 5AL of wheat; cultivars Opata 85, Pastor, 
Pingyuan 50, Avocet-YrA and SHA3/CBRD and also in a diploid A genome species 
Triticum boeticum (Lan et al. 2014; Rosewarne et al. 2013). None of these QTL 
displayed resistance to both stripe rust and leaf rust simultaneously as observed in the 
case of QYr.sun-5AL in this study. A RIL carrying only QYr.sun-5AL based on positive 
peak marker allele will be crossed with stripe rust and leaf rust susceptible genotype to 
generate single locus mapping population for detailed analysis. 
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The QTL on chromosomes 1B and 5A conditioned resistance to both stripe rust and leaf 
rust of wheat. QLr.sun-1BL (Lr46) was previously identified in many cultivars; Saar, 
Pavon76, Pastor, Oligo, Pavon, Bainong64, Ning7840 and Attila with R
2
 values ranging 
from 12.9% (Oligo) to 60.8% (Ning7840) (Li et al. 2014). Since Lr46 also provide adult 
plant resistance to stripe rust, stem rust and powdery mildew diseases simultaneously 
(Lr46/Yr29/Pm39/Sr58), it is a very important gene for genetic control of rust diseases in 
wheat (Ellis et al. 2014; Lagudah 2011).  
 
Rosewarne et al. (2012) detected two QTL on chromosome 5AL, one each for stripe rust 
and leaf rust resistance in the Pastor/AvS RIL population in one linkage group but with 
different peaks 88 cM apart. The stripe rust QTL had LOD score of 13.2 and was 
contributed by Pastor with R
2 
values ranging from 3.9 – 6.6 % and was flanked by DArT 
markers wPt-0837 and wPt-5231, while the leaf rust QTL with LOD 5.5 was derived 
from Avocet S flanked by DArT markers wPt-0373 and wPt-0837. In the present study 
both QYr.sun-5AL and QLr.sun-5AL were contributed by Aus28166 and peaked at the 
same position suggesting the involvement of pleiotropic locus in conditioning resistance 
to two diseases. The RIL population will be tested against stem rust and powdery 
mildew in the next crop season to determine whether this locus conditions resistance to 
these diseases. 
 
All QTL, except QYr.sun-6AL, were validated by comparing mean rust severities of 
RILs carrying alternate alleles at the peak marker locus. RILs carrying different 
combinations of QTL produced lower severities compared to those RILs that carried 
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single QTL. Aus28166/AvS population will be screened at several locations in the next 
crop season to confirm results of this study. 
 
The CIM analysis using the greenhouse data failed to identify underlying genomic 
regions, presumably due to overlapping infection types of genes involved. Alternatively, 
expression of these genes may have been influenced by APR loci. Such interaction was 
reported by Chhetri et al. (2016). Aus28166 has been crossed with two Australian 
cultivars to transfer its rust resistance to modern wheat backgrounds. Backcross-
derivatives will be useful for validation of linked markers in due course. The 
development of single QTL segregating populations (SQSP) will enable identification of 
closely linked markers for their effective deployment in future wheat cultivars.  
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Chapter VI 
 
Durum wheat genotypes differ in their mesophyll conductance 
response to drought and temperature 
6.1. Introduction  
The frequency and severity of drought is expected to increase in the arid tropical and 
sub-tropical crop growing regions of the world due to the factors governing global 
warming (Borlaug 2000; IPCC 2013). The three major factors of climate change; higher 
concentration of atmospheric CO2, increased temperature and altered rainfall affect crop 
production in different ways (Edgerton 2009). The interaction of these factors is 
projected to decrease crop yields and quality of produce especially in the developing 
world (Rosegrant and Cline 2003). Both drought and increased temperature affect the 
physiological, growth and development of wheat plants by influencing the uptake and 
fixation rate of CO2 by plants (Prasad et al. 2011), reduced fertility (reduced number and 
weight of grains) (Duveiller et al. 2012), reduced root growth (Keleş and Öncel 2002), 
increased soil salinity (Munns and Tester 2008), increased pests and diseases damage 
(Garrett et al. 2006). A meta-analysis of naturally occurring disasters in the USA showed 
that the combined effect of drought and heat simultaneously caused fivefold more 
damage than the effect of drought alone (Mahalingam 2015). 
 
Photosynthesis is known to be limited by diffusional conductance of CO2 through the 
stomata and the mesophyll cells (gs and gm, respectively) in addition to limitations 
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imposed by the biochemical activity of Rubisco and RuBP regeneration (von 
Caemmerer and Evans 2015).  Drought typically causes reductions in gs to reduce water 
loss, while the stomatal response to increased temperature depends upon water 
availability (Roelfsema and Hedrich 2005). At high water availability stomata often 
open as temperatures increase to maximize evaporative cooling system of the leaf 
(Crawford et al. 2012), while at low water availability when stomatal conductance is 
reduced increased air temperature can result in supra-optimal leaf temperature (Chaves 
et al. 2016). Reductions in gs necessarily lower the rate of CO2 diffusion into the leaf, so 
result in lowered photosynthetic rates.  Much less is known about the response of gm to 
either drought or temperature, and the influence of variability in gm on photosynthetic 
rate is poorly understood.   
 
The process of photosynthesis requires the diffusion of CO2 from the atmosphere (with a 
CO2 partial pressure Ca) through the inter-cellular air spaces (Ci) to the sites of 
carboxylation (Cc) inside the chloroplasts. Measurements of the drawdown of CO2 
partial pressure in the mesophyll pathway, through the gaseous, liquid and lipid phases 
of mesophyll cells, have demonstrated that Cc is much lower than Ci  (Bernacchi et al. 
2002; Evans et al. 1986; Evans et al. 1994; Harley et al. 1992; Warren and Dreyer 2006).  
Recent studies suggest that gm responds to environmental conditions such as light 
(Niinemets et al. 2006) and CO2 partial pressure (Centritto et al. 2003; Flexas et al. 
2007b). Drought has been reported to reduce gm in Solanum lycopersicum (Galmes et al. 
2011). However, gm can increase more rapidly than gs in response to subsequent re-
watering (Flexas et al. 2012; Siddique et al. 1999).  Drought-induced reductions in gm 
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have also been reported in bread wheat (Chemayek 2016; Jahan 2016), but the response 
varied according to the strength of the applied water limitation and gm recovered rapidly 
to pre-drought values on re-watering. 
 
Drought tolerant plants showed higher leaf intrinsic water use efficiency (calculated as 
the ratio of photosynthetic rate (A) to the stomatal conductance (gs) –A/gs; (Barbour et al. 
2011; Condon et al. 2002; Galmes et al. 2011; Medrano et al. 2015). Despite the 
decreased rate of diffusion of CO2 into mesophyll cells, photosynthetic rate showed 
smaller reduction than did gs in droughted plants leading to an increase in A/gs (Jahan 
2016).  This response could be partly attributed to the positive effect of gm as many 
studies showed positive relationship between A and gm (Barbour et al. 2010; Evans et al. 
1986; Jahan et al. 2014; Siddique et al. 1999). Hence, water use efficiency of plants may 
be effectively improved through manipulation of gm (Barbour et al. 2010; Flexas et al. 
2012; Flexas et al. 2008; Galmes et al. 2011; Pons et al. 2009). Mesophyll conductance 
to CO2 has been reported to correlate to leaf anatomical characteristics such as leaf mass 
per unit area (LMA), mesophyll surface area of chloroplasts exposed to intercellular 
airspace per unit leaf area (Sc), mesophyll cell wall thickness, and membrane 
permeability (Evans et al. 2009; Evans et al. 1994; von Caemmerer and Evans 2015). 
 
In many plant species, gm increases with increasing temperature (Bernacchi et al. 2002; 
Evans and von Caemmerer 2013; Warren and Dreyer 2006), but the response varies 
between species (von Caemmerer and Evans 2015) with linear and exponential increases 
observed, as well as optimal responses. Evans and von Caemmerer (2013) and von 
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Caemmerer and Evans (2015) proposed a model that estimates the two main components 
of gm; liquid and membrane conductance to CO2. However, the effect of temperature on 
gm within genotypes of a single species has not yet been explored, and the combined 
effects of temperature and drought on gm are unknown. Understanding how gm varies 
with temperature is important because photosynthetic models are widely used to 
estimate carbon exchange at a range of scales, and these models incorrectly assume that 
gm is constant for a given species (Flexas et al. 2008).  Further, gas exchange 
measurements are commonly used to estimate Rubisco kinetic constants for 
photosynthesis and do not explicitly deal with variable gm, which has been shown to 
reduce the accuracy of these parameters (Flexas et al. 2007a; Niinemets et al. 2009).  
Here we report the response of gm to variations in leaf temperature and water availability 
from measurements undertaken on selected Australian durum wheat genotypes, and 
interpret the measurements using models developed by von Caemmerer and Evans (2015) 
and Warren and Dreyer (2006). 
 
6.2. Materials and Methods 
6.2.1. Plant materials and growth conditions 
Two controlled environment experiments were conducted at the Center for Carbon, 
Water and Food, University of Sydney NSW, Australia. The first experiment aimed to 
quantify the levels of genetic variation for physiological parameters related to leaf water 
use efficiency among 20 genotypes. Seeds of ten landraces from the Watkins winter 
cereals collection (Aus26364, Aus26390, Aus26394, Aus26399, Aus26503, Aus26516, 
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Aus26555, Aus26582, Aus26647, Aus26677), and nine cultivars of durum wheat (Bansi, 
Bellaroi, Caparoi, Hyperno, Jandaroi, Kalka, Tamaroi, Wollaroi and 39IDSN171) and 
one emmer wheat (Aus28791) genotype were sown in 5L pots (filled with commercial 
potting mix amended with slow release fertilizer (Osmocote) in six replications.  
 
Plants were grown in a controlled environment room with air temperature controlled at 
25
0
C during the 14 light hours and 17
0
C during the 10 hour dark period. Relative 
humidity was maintained at 75%, and light period photosynthetic photon flux density of 
700 µmol m
-2
s
-1
 was placed at the top of the plants during the growth period. After 
emergence, plants were thinned to two per pot. The pots were well watered throughout 
the study period.  
 
In the second experiment, five genotypes; Tamaroi, Wollaroi, Hyperno, Kalka and 
Aus26399 were selected based on the results of the first experiment. For each genotype 
3-4 seeds per pot were sown in 10 replications with the same environmental conditions 
and management practices as above.  Three weeks after sowing, seedlings were thinned 
to one plant per pot. On the 25
th
 day after sowing, water was with-held from 5 replicates 
of each genotype continuously for 8 days (when plants showed the first signs of 
temporary wilting point at mid-day), then weights of all the drought pots were recorded, 
and this was considered as the target water content. There after the soil water content 
was maintained gravimetrically (replace the water used by the plant based on the weight 
difference) every day until the final measurements were made.  The remaining five 
replicates were well watered throughout the experiment period.   
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6.2.2. Measurement of leaf water potential and leaf mass per unit area 
Leaf water potential (ΨL) was measured for all plants in the second experiment at 
midday on the day of gas exchange measurement using a Scholander-style pressure 
chamber (115, Soil Moisture Equipment, Santa Barbara, CA, USA), as described in 
Loucos et al. (2015). One of the youngest fully-expanded leaves per plant was used for 
ΨL measurement; the leaf chosen was not used for gas exchange measurements 
(described below). 
 
Leaf mass per unit area (LMA) was measured for all plants in the second experiment. 
One leaf sample per plant was collected after leaf gas exchange measurement was 
completed. The mid sections of the leaves were cut using a pair of scissors at 10 cm 
length and the width of the cut ends measured using digital calipers. Each leaf was kept 
in a separate envelope and oven dried for 72 h. Then dried leaves were weighed and 
LMA (g cm
-2
) was determined for each sample. 
 
6.2.3. Measurement of the photosynthetic response to CO2 partial pressure 
The photosynthetic response to CO2 partial pressure was measured in the 2
nd
 experiment 
when plants were 5-6 weeks old, by changing the CO2 concentration between 0 and 
1500ppm in ten steps for both well-watered and drought treatments using a LiCor 
6400xt photosynthesis system (Li6400, Li-Cor Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) fitted with a 2 x 
3 cm leaf chamber and a red-blue light source (6400-02B, Li-Cor Inc., Lincoln, NE, 
USA). The measurements were carried out at 25
O
C leaf temperature in saturating light 
(photosynthetically active radiation, PAR, set at 1,500 µmol m
-2
s
-1
) and leaf-to-air 
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vapour pressure difference (VPD) of 0.8 to 1.2 kPa. Two to five of the youngest fully-
expanded leaves were sealed side-by-side in the gas exchange chamber, providing 6 cm
2
 
of leaf area for measurement.  Estimates of maximum rate of carboxylation (Vcmax) and 
the maximum rate of electron transport (Jmax), were made using the spreadsheet provided 
by Sharkey et al. (2007), but rather than fitting a value for gm, the value of Cc was 
calculated from each A and Ci measurement using the measured value of gm for each 
plant at 25
o
C, as described below. We assumed that gm did not vary with CO2 
concentration (Tazoe et al. 2009). 
 
6.2.4. Estimation of day respiration rate 
The rate of respiration in the light (Rd) was estimated using the Kok effect technique 
(Kok 1948).  Briefly, 2-5 of the youngest fully expanded leaves were sealed in the 
Li6400xt 2 x 3 cm leaf chamber fitted with the red-blue light source.  Irradiance 
intensity was reduced from 100 to 0 µmol m
-2
 s
-1
 in 10 µmol m
-2
 s
-1
 steps with leaf 
temperature held constant at 25
o
C and the CO2 concentration of the inlet airstream was 
controlled at 400 µmol mol
-1
.  Rd was estimated from extrapolation of a linear regression 
between photosynthesis and absorbed irradiance between 100 µmol m
-2
 s
-1
 and the light 
compensation point, with a correction for the effect of increasing Ci as A decreases with 
irradiance, following Kirschbaum and Farquhar (1987).   
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6.2.5. Concurrent gas exchange and carbon isotope discrimination 
measurements 
For the first experiment, gas exchange measurements started 5 weeks after sowing. From 
each plant two to five of the youngest fully expanded leaves were placed side by side 
inside a 2 x 6 cm leaf chamber (6400-11, Li-Cor Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) fitted to a 
Li6400 portable photosynthetic system with a red-green-blue light source (6400-18A, 
Li-Cor Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA). The relative humidity in the leaf chamber was 
maintained within the range of 75-83%, sample CO2 mole fraction 400 µmol mol
-1
, flow 
rate 300 µmol mol
-1
, PAR was set to 1,300 µmol m
-2
s
-1
 (and the wavelength set to mimic 
the 6400-02B red-blue light source) and leaf temperature controlled at 25
0
C for all 
measurements.  
 
For the second experiment, measurements commenced with the well-watered treatments 
5 weeks after sowing in the same manner as above. However, gas exchange was 
measured for each plant at five different leaf temperatures; 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35
0
C.  
Gas exchange measurements were made in a separate controlled environment growth 
cabinet over a single day for each genotype and water availability. This allowed the 
control of the leaf temperature by altering the surrounding air temperature without 
disrupting the temperature at which the remaining plants were growing. The air 
temperature inside the growth cabinet was controlled at 15
O
C (for measurements at leaf 
temperatures of 15 and 20
O
C), 27
O
C (for measurements at leaf temperatures of 25 and 
30
O
C), and 33
O
C (for measurements at a leaf temperature of 35
O
C). Gas exchange 
measurements were recorded every minute for 20-40 minutes per plant in both 
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experiments. At the time of ΨL measurement, the room temperature was set at 27
o
C and 
the leaf temperature at 25
o
C. 
 
The photosynthetic system was coupled to a tunable diode laser absorption spectrometer 
(TTG100A; Campbell Scientific Inc, Logan, UT, USA) to conduct online measurements 
of the photosynthetic carbon isotope discrimination. Sub-samples of air from the leaf 
chamber inlet and outlet were directed to the TDL along with air from two calibration 
cylinders for measurement of the CO2 concentration and carbon isotope composition 
(δ13C) as described by Barbour et al. (2007).  
 
6.2.6. Calculation of gm from online isotope measurements 
Carbon isotope discrimination (Δ) and gm were calculated as described in Jahan et al. 
(2014) using the approach proposed by Evans et al. (1986), Barbour et al. (2010) and 
Farquhar and Cernusak (2012). We made the following assumptions; fractionation 
during diffusion through the leaf boundary layer was 2.9‰, fractionation associated with 
carboxylation was 30‰, fractionation during dissolution and diffusion through water 
was 1.8‰, fractionation associated with photorespiration was 16.2‰, fractionation 
during day respiration was -3‰ and diffusional fractionation through the stomata was 
4.4‰. In the second experiment, the non-photorespiratory respiration rate (Rd) estimated 
at 25
o
C using the Kok method (described above) was used to fix Rd at 25
o
C, and the 
thermal response of both Rd and Γ* (the CO2 compensation point in the absence of Rd) 
were estimated according to Bernacchi et al. (2002).  In experiment 1, Rd was assumed 
to be 1.5 µmol m
-2
 s
-1
 for all genotypes.  The isotopic composition of CO2 in the growth 
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room was monitored continuously during both experiments using a cavity ring down 
absorption spectrometer (G1101-I, Picarro, CA, USA) and, after calibration using 
standard cylinders as described by Thurgood et al. (2014), provided average carbon 
isotope compositions in the light during the 2-week periods prior to gm measurements of 
-14.0 ± 0.2‰ and -12.1 ± 0.2‰ for the first and second experiments, respectively. 
 
6.2.7. Estimation of mesophyll and stomatal limitations to photosynthesis 
The relative limitations to photosynthesis due to mesophyll (Lm) and stomatal 
conductances (Ls) were estimated according to Warren et al. (2003). In order to calculate 
Lm and Ls, first we estimated the net photosynthetic rate using the measured values of gs 
and gm at Ca = 400 µmol mol
-1
. Mesophyll conductance-limited photosynthetic rate is 
obtained by considering gm as infinite (at Cc = Ci) and using the measured values of gs.  
Similarly, we obtain stomatal conductance-limited photosynthetic rate assuming gs as 
infinite (at Ci = 400 µmol mol
-1
) and using the measured value of gm (Farquhar and 
Sharkey 1982).  
 
6.2.8. Modelling the temperature response of gm 
von Caemmerer and Evans (2015) described the temperature response of gm as a 
function of a liquid-phase conductance (gliq including cell wall, cytoplasm and 
chloroplast stroma) and a lipid phase conductance (gmem through the cytoplasmic 
membrane and chloroplast envelope). Therefore, gm was calculated as: 
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 ,         (1) 
    
where gliq is given by (von Caemmerer and Evans 2015):  
 
  gliq =ρHD/l .        (2) 
 
In Eqn 2, ρ (mol m-3) is the molar density of water, H (bar-1) is the Henry coefficient for 
CO2, D (m
2
 s
-1
) is the diffusivity of CO2 in water, and l (m) is the effective path length. 
As temperature (T, in 
o
C) increases, the solubility of CO2 in water decreases (Evans and 
von Caemmerer 2013) and (von Caemmerer and Evans 2015) 
 
ρH = 33.06 x                              .     (3) 
 
The diffusivity of CO2 in water increases with temperature by (Evans and von 
Caemmerer 2013):  
 
 D = 1.81 x10
-6 
x                     ,     (4) 
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where R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 JK
-1
mol
-1
). The temperature dependence of CO2 
diffusion across membranes was assumed to increase exponentially (von Caemmerer 
and Evans 2015): 
  
 gmem =ρHP(mem25) x   
                       ,    (5) 
 
where E is the activation energy and P(mem25)  is the combined membrane permeability to 
CO2 at 25 °C. 
 
However, given that previous studies have reported optimal gm responses to temperature 
(e.g. Bernacchi et al. 2002; Warren and Dreyer 2006) we also tested the possibility that 
gmem follows this type of temperature response using the approach taken by Warren and 
Dreyer (2006); also see Ubierna et al. (2016).  Namely,  
 
 
gmem = gmem (opt) x  
         
 
    
    
 
 
,                 (6) 
 
where gmem (opt) is the value of gmem when gm is maximal across differing leaf 
temperatures and b is a scaling factor.  The leaf temperature corresponding to maximum 
gm is denoted Topt. 
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In order to estimate gm on a leaf area basis both gliq and gmem were multiplied by the 
surface area of chloroplasts exposed to the intercellular air space per unit leaf area (Sc). 
 
6.2.9. Statistical analysis  
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was computed for leaf gas exchange parameters using 
GenStat 16
th
 edition statistical software (VSN International Ltd, London, UK). Multiple 
comparison tests of means were computed using Genstat’s Bonferroni multiple range 
test. Values for l and Sc in both the exponential and optimal temperature response 
models, as well as gmem25 and E in the exponential model and gmem(opt) and b in the 
optimum model were fitted to minimize the sum of squares of the residuals using the 
“Solver” function in Excel. 
 
6.3. Results 
 
6.3.1. Variation in leaf gas exchange among 20 durum wheat genotypes 
Durum wheat genotypes showed significant variation in leaf gas exchange, with 
significant differences in photosynthetic rate (P = 0.002), stomatal conductance (P < 
0.001), leaf intrinsic water-use efficiency (P < 0.001) and mesophyll conductance (P < 
0.001), as shown in Figure 6.1.  The cultivar ‘Hyperno’ has the highest photosynthetic 
rate but also among the highest gs, resulting in an intermediate A/gs. Conversely, the 
cultivar ‘Bansi’ had the lowest A and an intermediate gs, resulting in the lowest A/gs.  
‘Bansi’ was also notable in that it had the lowest gm among the 20 genotypes.  gm was 
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significantly correlated with both A (r = 0.64) and gs (r = 0.48), and the commercial 
cultivars ‘Kalka’ and ‘Caparoi’ had relatively high values of both A/gs and gm. 
 
Based on gm measured in this experiment, five genotypes were selected for more detailed 
measurements on the interactive response of mesophyll conductance to temperature and 
water availability.  A secondary consideration was the growth rate of the genotypes 
(genotypes were selected to be at similar developmental stage after 5 weeks of growth), 
which excluded the cultivar ‘Bansi’, most of the landraces and the emmer wheat.  In 
order of observed gm the selected genotypes were Hyperno, Kalka, Tamaroi, Wollaroi 
and Aus26399. 
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Figure 6.1 Variation between 20 durum wheat genotypes for photosynthetic rate (A), 
stomatal conductance (B), leaf intrinsic water use efficiency (C) and mesophyll 
conductance to CO2 (D). 
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6.3.2. Effects of drought on photosynthetic parameters in five durum wheat 
genotypes 
The effect of limited water availability on leaf physiology was assessed at a leaf 
temperature of 25
o
C. As expected, drought reduced leaf water potential, from -0.7 MPa 
to -1.6 MPa, on average.  However, the genotypes responded differently to drought (i.e. 
a significant genotype by treatment interaction; P = 0.02), with ‘Hyperno’ more strongly 
affected (ΨL = -2.1 MPa when water-limited) than ‘Kalka’ (ΨL = -1.1 MPa).  Limited 
water availability also increased the average leaf mass per unit area from 49.6 g cm
-2
 to 
66.1 g cm
-2
. The five genotypes significantly differed (P < 0.001) for LMA; Tamaroi had 
the highest average increase (50%) when water limited, compared to Wollaroi (17%) 
(data not shown). 
 
Drought significantly reduced both the maximum carboxylation rate (Vcmax) and the 
electron transport rate (J) in the durum wheat genotypes (P < 0.001 in both cases; Table 
6.1).  Further, there were significant genotypic differences for both Vcmax and J (P = 
0.006 and P < 0.002, respectively). The lowest average value of Vcmax (110.6 µmol m
-2
s
-1
) 
was measured in Aus26399 while the highest (139.6 µmol m
-2
s
-1) was for ‘Hyperno’. 
‘Aus26399’ also appeared to be most affected by drought (25% reduction in Vcmax), 
compared to the other genotypes, although there was no significant genotype by water 
availability effect for Vcmax (P = 0.06).  There was a significant genotype by water 
availability treatment effect for J (P = 0.033), with ‘Tamaroi’ and ‘Kalka’ recording 21% 
and 27% reductions in J, respectively, in response to drought while for ‘Wollaroi’ the 8% 
reduction was not significant. 
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The rate of non-photorespiratory respiration in the light (Rd) was significantly reduced 
by limited water availability for genotypes ‘Tamaroi’ (39%) and ‘Kalka’ (48%) only, 
producing a significant genotype by water availability interactive effect (P < 0.001); 
Table 6.1).  Across all genotypes, Rd averaged 1.5 µmol m
-2
 s
-1
 at a leaf temperature of 
25
o
C, consistent with the assumed value of Rd in the first experiment.  Among well-
watered plants, Rd varied between 1.4 and 2.2 µmol m
-2
 s
-1
. Such a small range in Rd has 
been shown to introduce negligible errors in gm estimates (Jahan et al. 2014).  
Nevertheless, measured Rd at 25
o
C and the thermal response of Rd described by 
Bernacchi et al. (2002) was used in the calculation of gm in the second experiment. 
 
The relative limitations of photosynthesis due to mesophyll (Lm) were typically one third 
to one half that of stomata  (Ls) for the five durum genotypes in the second experiment 
(Table 6.1). Both mesophyll and stomatal limitations to photosynthesis were higher in 
the drought treatment, although Ls was more strongly affected by drought than Lm (on 
average a 17.2% increase in Lm with drought compared to a 75.4% average increase for 
Ls). There were significant genotypes by water availability interactive effects for both Lm 
(except for Kalka and Hyperno) and Ls (P < 0.001 in both cases).  Lm in ‘Tamaroi’ and 
‘Wollaroi’ both increased by 20% when droughted, but ‘Kalka’ increased by just 8%.  
For Ls, ‘Tamaroi’ and ‘Aus26399’ doubled when droughted, but ‘Wollaroi’ increased by 
just 50%. 
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Table 6.1 Photosynthetic parameters of the five durum wheat genotypes measured at 25
o
C;  electron transport rate (Jmax), 
maximum carboxylation rate (Vcmax), the relative limitations of photosynthesis due to mesophyll (Lm) and stomatal resistances 
(Ls) and non-photorespiratory respiration rate in the light (Rd) and their respective leaf water potential (ΨL).  Superscripted 
letters indicate significant differences between averages (P < 0.05). 
 
Genotypes  Watering  
condition  
Vcmax 
(µmol m
-2
s
-1
) 
J 
(µmol m
-2
s
-1
) 
Lm  Ls Rd ΨL 
(MPa) 
Kalka Well-watered  137.62±5.5
bc
 213.6±4.3
ef
 0.104±0.0
abc
 0.17±0.01
a
 2.3±0.1
e
 -0.70±0.11
ab
 
Water deficit 112.58±21.1
ab
 155.9±12.9
a
 0.112±0.0
bc
 0.29±0.01
cd
 1.2±0.1
abc
 -1.14±0.13
cd
 
Hyperno Well-watered  152.26±6.8
c
 216.04±4.3
f
 0.097±0.0
ab
 0.15±0.0
a
 1.7±0.1
cd
 -0.76±0.03
abc
 
Water deficit 126.9±14.9
abc
 182.4±9.4
bc
 0.110±0.0
bc
 0.26±0.01
bc
 1.5±0.2
 bcd
 -2.13±0.23
g
 
Tamaroi Well-watered  136.7±4.3
bc
 209.0±3.5
def
 0.100±0.0
ab
 0.16±0.0
a
 1.8±0.1
de
 -0.98±0.13
bc
 
Water deficit 123.0±12.2
abc
 165.2±11.4
ab
 0.120±0.0
c
 0.32±0.02
d
 1.1±0.1
ab
 -1.90±0.16
fg
 
Wollaroi Well-watered  142.8±12.1
bc
 205.3±7.4
cdef
 0.100±0.0
ab
 0.16±0.01
a
 1.7±0.1
cd
 -0.57±0.08
a
 
Water deficit 126.8±10.8
abc
 189.9±6.8
cde
 0.120±0.0
c
 0.24±0.01
b
 1.6±0.1
cd
 -1.45±0.04
de
 
Aus26399 Well-watered  122.7±9.0
abc
 185.3±9.7
bcd
 0.090±0.0
a
 0.15±0.0
a
 1.4±0.1
abcd
 -0.63±0.05
ab
 
Water deficit 98.44±7.8
a
 146.3±7.8
a
 0.100±0.0
bc
 0.29±0.03
cd
 1.0±0.1
a
 -1.68±0.2
ef
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6.3.3. Effects of drought on the thermal response of leaf gas exchange in five 
durum wheat genotypes 
 
As expected, limited water availability significantly reduced stomatal conductance and 
photosynthetic rate (A) across all genotypes and temperatures (Fig 6.2). Mesophyll 
conductance was reduced significantly by drought at 35
O
C for all genotypes, at 30
O
C for 
‘Wollaroi’, ‘Hyperno’ and ‘AUS26399’ and at 15OC for ‘Kalka’ (Fig 6.2).  The 
reduction in A was smaller than the reduction in gs, so that leaf intrinsic water-use 
efficiency increased for all genotypes at all temperatures though not statistically 
significant for Kalka and Hyperno.   
 
When plants were well-watered, A increased with increasing leaf temperature for 
‘Tamaroi’ and ‘Kalka’, while ‘Aus2699’ had a peak in A at 25OC and both ‘Wollaroi’ 
and ‘Hyperno’ showed no significant response of A to temperature.  The response of A 
to temperature differed between well-watered and water-limited plants, with either 
declining A with increasing temperature (for ‘Tamaroi’ and ‘Aus26399’), a thermal 
optimum at 25
OC (for ‘Wollaroi’ and ‘Kalka’), and lower A at 30OC than at all other 
temperatures (for ‘Hyperno’). In contrast, stomatal conductance showed no significant 
response to temperature for any genotype under either well-watered or water-limited 
conditions. 
 
The response of mesophyll conductance to leaf temperature differed between genotypes 
and with water availability. When plants were well-watered, gm increased as leaf 
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temperature increased for all genotypes except ‘Kalka’.  However, when plants were 
water-stressed the maximum values for gm were found at either 25
O
C for all genotypes 
except ‘Kalka’, which had a maximum gm at 30
o
C.   
 
 
6.3.4. Comparison of measured and modelled thermal responses of gm 
The measured gm values of the five durum genotypes for both well-watered and water 
deficit conditions were fitted to the exponential temperature response model of von 
Caemmerer and Evans (2015) and, where appropriate, the thermal optimum model of 
Warren and Dreyer (2006). The well-watered treatments fitted the exponential model, 
while the water-limited plants best fitted the thermal optimum model (Table 6.2). The 
fitted values for membrane permeability at 25
O
C (gmem25), activation energy (E) and 
surface area of chloroplast exposed to intercellular airspace per unit leaf area (Sc) were 
highest for the genotype ‘Hyperno’ and lowest for the genotype ‘Tamaroi’ under well-
watered conditions. The genotype ‘Wollaroi’ had the highest fitted effective path length 
(l) while ‘Tamaroi’ had the lowest ‘l’ under well-watered conditions. Drought stress 
increased the fitted values for effective path length by 20% in ‘Hyperno’ and up to 56% 
in ‘Kalka’.  In contrast, drought reduced fitted Sc on average by 23%. 
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Figure 6.2 Summary of temperature response of durum wheat genotypes for measurements of Photosynthetic rate, A (A, B, C, D, E), 
stomatal conductance, gs  (F,G, H, I, J), leaf intrinsic water use efficiency, A/gs (K, L, M, N, O) and mesophyll conductance to CO2, gm (P, 
Q, R, S, T) from top to bottom under well-watered and water deficit conditions. 
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Table 6.2 Parameters and leaf characteristics fitted to the temperature- gm model 
 
Genotype  Water 
treatment 
Type of 
model 
Fitted parameters for gmem Effective path 
length (µm) 
for gliq  
Fitted  
Sc 
Residual 
sum of 
squares Exponential  Thermal optimum  
gmem25 E (kJ mol
-1
) Topt 
(
o
C) 
gmem-Topt b 
Tamaroi  Well watered Exponential  0.78 50 - - - 1.10 16.9 0.004 
Droughted  Optimum T - - 24.0 0.53 0.38 1.43 12.0 0.001 
Wollaroi Well watered Exponential  1.02 60 - - - 1.65 22.0 0.008 
Droughted  Optimum T - - 24.5 0.83 0.31 1.59 18.0 0.009 
Kalka Well watered Exponential  0.83 65 - - - 1.23 18.0 0.011 
Droughted  Optimum T - - 30.0 0.89 0.50 1.92 16.0 0.013 
Hyperno Well watered Exponential  1.08 80 - - - 1.20 23.3 0.016 
Droughted  Optimum T - - 24.6 0.60 0.46 1.45 16.3 0.012 
Aus26399 Well watered Exponential  0.94 80 - - - 1.22 20.4 0.019 
Droughted  Optimum T - - 25.0 0.81 0.49 1.88 15.0 0.006 
gliq = liquid-phase mesophyll conductance to CO2 (gm), gmem25 = lipid-phase gm at 25
OC,, E = activation energy, T(opt) = leaf temperature corresponding to maximum gm, 
b = scaling factor 
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6.4. Discussion  
 
Assessment of variation in gm and other photosynthetic parameters was conducted on 
nine cultivars and ten landraces of durum wheat and one emmer wheat genotype under 
well-watered condition. Significant variation was observed between the genotypes for 
gm, A, gs and A/gs. The gm ranged between 0.41 and 1.34 mol m
-2
s
-1
bar
-1
, similar to the 
range in gm reported by Jahan et al. (2014) in eleven bread wheat cultivars. A moderately 
stronger correlation (r = 0.64) was observed between gm and photosynthetic rate than gm 
and gs (r = 0.48), which is in agreement with Barbour et al. (2010) who assessed the 
variability of gm in six barley genotypes. Commercial cultivars ‘Kalka’ and ‘Caparoi’ 
showed relatively high values of A/gs (64.7 and 63.9 µmol mol
-1
) accompanied by high 
gm (1.0 and 1.0 mol m
-2
s
-1
bar
-1
) and lower gs, suggesting that gm contributed to the high 
yielding, high water use efficiency characteristics of these genotypes. Based on the 
criteria suggested by Flexas et al. (2013) for improving A and WUE simultaneously 
using genetic modification of gm,  selection of plants should target on the value of the 
ratio of gm/gs. Accordingly, landraces ‘Aus26582’ and‘Aus28791’, and cultivars ‘Kalka’ 
and ‘Caparoi’ would best fit to the criteria with photosynthetic rate values 21.4, 24.2, 
24.6 and 24.0 µmol m
-2
s
-1
 and respective gm/gs values of 4.0, 2.9, 2.5 and 2.5 bar
-1
. 
 
In the second experiment, limited water availability was found to significantly decrease 
leaf gas exchange (A, gs and gm), although gm was less affected by drought than gs. 
Previous studies have also shown gm to be reduced by drought in sugar beet (Monti et al. 
2006), tobacco (Galle et al. 2009), and tomato and bean (Warren 2008b).  However, 
other studies report no significant effect of drought on gm (e.g. Capsicum annuum; Monti 
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et al. 2006), or that the response is transient, in tobacco (Galle et al. 2009) and grape 
(Flexas et al. 2010).  The observations of a nitrogen availability by temperature 
interactive effect on the gm response to drought in rice (Xiong et al. 2015), and a 
genotype by nitrogen availability interactive effect on the drought response of gm in 
bread wheat (Barbour and Kaiser 2016) are relevant to the measurements described here.  
It seems that leaf temperature and nitrogen status influence the degree of the drought 
response of gm, and that this effect varies between genotypes. That is, in the three C3 
cereal species (rice, bread wheat and durum wheat) studied to date there is evidence of 
interactive effects of the environment and the physiological state of the plants on the 
way in which gm responds to drought, and that these interactive effects differ between 
genotypes of the same species.  Mesophyll conductance is clearly a highly dynamic leaf 
property that can significantly influence photosynthetic rate and hence water-use 
efficiency (Barbour et al. 2016).   
 
The modeling approach revealed that part of the gm response to drought was predicted to 
be due to an increase in the effective path length of CO2 in the mesophyll cells (l) and a 
decrease in the surface area of chloroplasts exposed to the intercellular air spaces (Sc).  
The increase in l might be attributed to the physiological adjustment of cells to withstand 
the drought condition by development of thicker mesophyll cell walls (Tomas et al. 
2013). This hypothesis is supported by measurements of leaf mass per unit area (LMA) 
under well-watered and water-limited conditions.  The average LMA of the water-limited 
plants was 33.4% higher than LMA of well-watered plants (data not shown).  The 
reduction in predicted Sc in response to drought fits well with a measured reduction in Sc 
from 9.1 to 8.0 m
2 
m
-2
 when bread wheat plants were grown under water-limited 
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conditions (Jahan 2016).  Both increased l and reduced Sc are likely to reduce gm in the 
drought treatment (Evans et al. 1994; Tomas et al. 2013). 
 
The current study is the first report of genotypic variation in the temperature response of 
gm within a single species, and extends the observation by von Caemmerer and Evans 
(2015) that the temperature response of gm varies between species.  Here we show that, 
under well-watered conditions, the fitted values for the activation energy for membrane 
conductance (E) vary between 50 and 80 kJ mol
-1
 for genotypes of durum wheat.  This 
range spans nearly the whole range of fitted values for E between such widely differing 
species as wheat (fitted to be 36.0 kJ mol
-1
) and Eucalyptus pauciflora (76.2 kJ mol
-1
) 
reported by (von Caemmerer and Evans 2015).   
 
But perhaps more interesting is the observation that the form of the temperature response 
of gm changes when durum plants are water limited. The exponential model of von 
Caemmerer and Evans (2015) did not adequately describe the temperature response of 
droughted plants; the temperature response was more accurately described by an optimal 
model as suggested by Warren and Dreyer (2006) and Ubierna et al. (2016).  The 
thermal optimum of gm for durum wheat plants grown at 25
O
C was 25
O
C for four of the 
five genotypes assessed, but was found to be 30
OC for the genotype ‘Kalka’.  This 
compares to a thermal optimum of 35
O
C for the C4 plant Setaria viridis (Ubierna et al. 
2016) and an optimum somewhere between 20 and 30
O
C for the tree species Quercus 
canariensis (Warren and Dreyer 2006).  The observation that water availability shifts the 
thermal optimum of gm requires further testing in a wider range of species.  If this 
finding is confirmed with similar experiments in different crop species and strengthened 
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with field tests, the thermal response of gm could be an additional methodology for 
screening germplasm for heat tolerance in efforts to select for heat tolerant varieties. 
The mechanism for a change in response of gm to temperature under drought is unclear.  
The solubility of CO2 in water declines as temperature increases, while the diffusivity 
increases (Eqns 3 and 4, respectively; Evans and von Caemmerer (2013), so that 
conductance through the liquid phase is not strongly sensitive to temperature. Under 
water stressed conditions a reduction in the cellular water content causes a change in the 
pH of the cytosol (Evans et al. 2009) coupled with a change in aquaporin activity, which 
causes a decrease in the hydraulic conductivity of the plasma membrane and chloroplast 
envelopes (Shatil-Cohen et al. 2011; Yaaran and Moshelion 2016). Because aquaporin 
conduct CO2 as well and water (Uehlein et al. 2008), this change in membrane hydraulic 
conductance may also alter membrane permeability to CO2 (Groszmann et al. 2016; 
Zhao et al. 2016). The involvement of dehydration proteins (dehydrins) and heat shock 
proteins, which are known to be produced abundantly and accumulate in the membranes 
during stress conditions such as drought, salinity and heat could cause membrane 
disruption or reduced functions of aquaporins that could lead in the reduction in gm 
under drought and high temperature conditions (Bernacchi et al. 2002; Graether and 
Boddington 2014; Wang et al. 2003).   
This preliminary screening of durum wheat genotypes for key leaf gas exchange 
traits was successful in depicting the high degree of variation in gm and other 
physiological parameters that may provide important information for improving 
production under a water-limited and high temperature future climate. 
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Chapter VII 
 
Conclusions and future directions 
 
This investigation covered the identification and characterization of new sources of rust 
resistance in wheat. Considering the global emphasis on characterization of rust 
resistance in the modern post-Green Revolution germplasm, this investigation focused 
on the pre-Green Revolution germplasm based on the hypothesis that there still would 
have been unexplored genetic variation amongst tall wheat genotypes. Rust resistant 
cultivars of cereals are one of the major inputs for sustainable agricultural production as 
they substitute the use of chemicals to control diseases (Admassu et al. 2010; Park 2008). 
Deployment of new rust resistance genes in commercial cultivars curtails the inoculum 
level to avoid potential epidemics (Zwer et al. 1992). Identification of genetically 
diverse sources of resistance underpins breeding for resistance to rust diseases in wheat 
and it is a continuous process as rust pathogens evolve to generate virulent strains that 
defeat resistance genes deployed in commercial cultivars (Bariana 2003; Bariana et al. 
2007a; McIntosh and Brown 1997). The return of stem rust epidemics after three 
decades of successful control in eastern Africa with the detection of ‘Ug99’ (Pretorius et 
al. 2000) that attacked nearly 90% of commercial wheat cultivars grown in the world 
(McIntosh and Pretorius 2011; Park 2007; Singh et al. 2006) signifies the quote ‘rust 
never sleeps’ made by the Nobel laureate Norman Borlaug. Currently stripe rust poses 
severe threat to the world’s wheat supply through widening its adaptation to warmer 
wheat growing areas in Europe, Asia, Australia, USA, northern and eastern Africa 
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(Hovmøller et al. 2010; Walter et al. 2016; Wellings 2007). These facts substantiate the 
need to identify, characterize and deploy combinations of resistance genes in future 
cultivars (Bariana et al. 2007a; McIntosh 2007; McIntosh and Brown 1997). Mining of 
resistance genes requires assessment of rust resistance in all the available host genotypes 
including closely related species of wheat (Bariana and McIntosh 1993; Marais et al. 
2006; Marais et al. 2005; McIntosh et al. 1995). Resistance genes identified from wheat 
landraces can be readily used in breeding programs compared to those translocated from 
closely related species of wheat as the latter are associated with linkage drag (Burt et al. 
2014).  
 
Genetic analysis of seedling stripe rust resistance showed the presence of a single ASR 
gene in Aus27430 and two ASR genes in Aus27492. The resistance locus carried by 
Aus27430 was temporarily named YrAW5 and resistance genes possessed by Aus27492 
were named YrAW6 and YrAW7. Aus27430/AvS and Aus27492/AvS RIL populations 
were tested under field conditions to study the expression of ASR genes and to 
determine if any APR is segregating in these populations. Field tests revealed the 
presence of one APR gene in each population. The presence of APR gene 
Lr34/Yr18/Sr57 in Aus27430 was confirmed using the linked marker csLV34. Existence 
of ASR and APR genes together is not uncommon. The presence of Yr18/Lr34/Sr57 in 
combination with Yr17 in cultivar Sunvale was reported (Bariana et al. 2007a).  Chhetri 
et al. (2016b) reported the interaction of APR locus Yr46/Lr67/Sr55 with Yr58 in wheat 
genotype W195.  
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YrAW5 was mapped in the short arm of chromosome 6A. The other two stripe rust 
resistance genes, Yr38 and Yr42, previously located in chromosome 6A are derived from 
Aegilops sharonensis (Marais et al. 2006) and Ae. neglecta (Marais et al. 2009) and 
hence YrAW5 appears to be a new locus. The location and uniqueness of YrAW6 in 
chromosome 2B needs to be proved as many ASR genes for stripe rust resistance are 
located in chromosome 2B. In contrast, YrAW7 was conclusively located in the long arm 
of chromosome 5A. Bariana et al. (2006) located Yr34 in chromosome 5AL and Lowe et 
al. (2011) mapped Yr48 in this chromosome and showed close association of marker 
cfa2149 with Yr48. Yr34 and Yr48 are shown to represent the same locus based on 
allelism test, pathogenic specificity and marker genotyping (Bariana and Bansal personal 
communication). Markers cfa2149 mapped 7.2 cM away from YrAW7 suggesting that 
this gene can be different than Yr34. Test of allelism between YrAW7 and Yr34 is needed 
to confirm this result.  
 
High density mapping of Aus28166/AvS RIL population identified QTL for stripe rust 
resistance on chromosomes 1BL (QYr.sun-1BL), 2AL (QYr.sun-2AL), 3BS (QYr.sun-
3BS) and 5AL (QYr.sun-5AL). QYr.sun-1BL and QYr.sun-5AL were pleiotropic and 
explained variation in adult plant leaf rust response among Aus28166/AvS RIL 
population. While QYr.sun-1BL was shown to represent the pleiotropic locus Yr29/Lr46 
through linked marker genotyping, QYr.sun-5AL appears to represent a new locus. The 
uniqueness of the other two QTL (QYr.sun-2AL and QYr.sun-3BS) needs to be proved. 
Seedling tests at two leaf stage indicated presence of two ASR genes effective against all 
Australian Pst pathotypes indicating that two of the QTL detected in this study could 
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probably be assigned to these ASR loci. The QTL analysis is based on one season data 
and three locations. Aus28166/AvS RIL population will be grown at several sites in the 
next crop season. 
 
Breeding for durable rust resistance employs both conventional and molecular 
technologies. YrAW5, YrAW6, YrAW7 and Aus28166 have been crossed with two 
Australian wheat cultivars and backcrossing is in progress to enrich recurrent parent 
backgrounds. While the rust resistant versions of Australian cultivars will be distributed 
to wheat breeders, this germplasm will also be useful for validation of linked markers in 
the future.  
 
Chapter six dealt with assessment of variations in mesophyll conductance to CO2 and 
photosynthetic leaf gas exchange measurements on nine cultivars and ten landraces of 
durum wheat and one emmer wheat genotype under well-watered condition in the first 
experiment.  Significant variation was observed between the genotypes for gm, A, gs and 
A/gs. gm ranged between 0.41 and 1.34 mol m
-2
s
-1
bar
-1
. A moderately stronger correlation 
(r = 0.64) was observed between gm and photosynthetic rate than gm and gs (r = 0.48). 
These  results are in agreement with previous findings of Barbour et al. (2010) and Jahan 
et al. (2014). Commercial cultivars ‘Kalka’ and ‘Caparoi’ showed relatively high values 
of A/gs (64.7 and 63.9 µmol mol
-1
) accompanied by high gm (1.0 and 1.0 mol m
-2
s
-1
bar
-1
) 
and lower gs, suggesting that gm contributed to the high yield and high water use 
efficiency characteristics of these genotypes. Based on the ratio of gm/gs as a trait for 
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simultaneous improvement of A and WUE, landraces ‘Aus26582’ and‘Aus28791’, and 
cultivars ‘Kalka’ and ‘Caparoi’ were the top four best performing genotypes.   
 
In the second experiment the response of gm to changes in water availability and 
short-term leaf temperature measurement changes was investigated on five genotypes 
(Hyperno, Kalka, Tamaroi, Wollaroi and Aus26399) selected based on the results of the 
first experiment. Limited water availability significantly decreased leaf gas exchange (A, 
gs and gm), although gm was less affected by drought than gs. Similar findings were 
reported in various crops including wheat (Chemayek 2016; Galle et al. 2009; Monti et 
al. 2006; Siddique et al. 1999; Warren 2008a). However, in this study the interaction of 
leaf temperature and water availability could have influenced the degree of the drought 
response to gm, and that this effect varies between genotypes. The current study is the 
first report of genotypic variation in the temperature response of gm within a single 
species, and extends the initial observation made by von Caemmerer and Evans (2015) 
that the temperature response of gm varies between species. 
 
Future research directions and recommendations 
1. Fine mapping of genomic region carrying YrAW5 
2. Confirm the genomic location of YrAW6 
3. Conduct test of allelism between YrAW7 and Yr34  
4. Fine mapping of genomic region carrying QYr.sun-5AL/QLr.sun-5AL  
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5. Isolation of QYr.sun-2AL and QYr.sun-3BS for detailed characterization  
6. Field evaluation of Aus28166/AvS RILs against stem rust and powdery mildew 
in the next crop season  
7. Field evaluation of the durum wheat genotypes for traits associated with WUE to 
confirm the repeatability of the findings obtained in the controlled environmental 
facility 
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Appendix I  
Supplementary table I Tetraploid wheat landraces and cultivars considered for the 
experiment including country of collection 
 
Accession number/cultivar name Species  Country of collection 
Aus28791 Triticum dicoccon Bulgaria 
Aus26364 T. durum Algeria 
Aus26394 T. durum Spain 
Aus26503 T. durum Italy 
Aus26516 T. durum Morocco 
Aus26582 T. durum Morocco 
Aus26555 T. durum Portugal 
Aus26399 T. durum Palestine Territory 
Aus26647 T. durum Tunisia 
Aus26677 T. durum Tunisia 
Aus26390 T. durum Yugoslavia 
39IDSN171 T. durum Mexico 
Wollaroi T. durum Australia 
Kalka T. durum Australia 
Tamaroi T. durum Australia 
Hyperno T. durum Australia 
Bansi T. durum Australia 
Bellaroi T. durum Australia 
Jandaroi T. durum Australia 
Caparoi T. durum Australia 
 
 
